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Abstract 
This report describes the design and development of weather shield concepts for wall-
mounted fixed dome surveillance cameras. The aim was to create concepts that would 
have better functionality against rain than current solutions while at the same time 
being attractive, non-obtrusive products. 
During the first phase the challenges of a weather shield were explored in detail. 
Areas such as different weather factors, heat transfer, vandalism and nesting insects 
were studied as well as the mounting procedures of the cameras, Axis’ standards and 
design identity. The findings led to a list of requirements and guidelines that was 
defined during the following phase.  
After these phases the information gained and defined was used as a starting point for 
concept development where hundreds of ideas were first generated both within the 
design team and during a workshop with colleagues. The number of ideas was then 
narrowed down to ten concepts and later to only three.  
The three concepts were a skin with an integrated weather shield, a weather shield 
with adjustable protection and a concept where the camera was fitted in a protruding 
housing in a tilted position. These were designed in detail in order to achieve efficient 
protection and mounting and good appearances. Prototypes were made by rapid 
prototyping and several tests were conducted on them to investigate their 
performance. 
The results showed that the protruding concept gave the most efficient protection 
against rain and this in combination with it being a more innovative solution than the 
other concepts led to that this concept was deemed the one with most potential to be 
turned into a value-bringing product. 
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Sammanfattning 
Denna rapport beskriver utvecklingen av väderskyddskoncept till fixed dome-
övervakningskameror. Målet var att ta fram en lösning som fungerar bättre mot regn 
än de befintliga lösningarna på marknaden och som samtidigt är en produkt som 
passar in på en byggnad och ihop med kameran.  
Att designa ett väderskydd är ett komplext problem då det måste uppfylla många 
olika krav. Det måste bland annat klara av att skydda kameran från olika typer av 
väder såsom regn, sol, vind och snö, hålla kamerans värmenivå på en acceptabel nivå, 
undvika att insekter bygger bo i eller omkring det, vara lätt att montera och passa in i 
Axis produktsortiment. Genom litteraturstudier och intervjuer användes den första 
tiden av projektet till att ta reda på så mycket som möjligt om dessa utmaningar. 
Samtidigt och genom hela projektet utfördes tester på nuvarande 
väderskyddslösningar för att se hur väl de klarade av olika typer av väder. 
Informationen som erhölls från dessa olika källor gav ett antal krav och riktlinjer för 
vad skyddet behöver klara och hur man kan tänka medan man utvecklar den nya 
designen. 
Under den följande konceptgenereringsfasen togs mer än 100 idéer fram inom 
projektgruppen och genom brainstorming-workshops tillsammans med kollegor. 
Dessa idéer begränsades sedan till tio olika koncept som utvärderades och sållades 
enligt krav och riktlinjer som definierats tidigare under projektet tills endast tre 
koncept återstod. De tre koncepten var ett skin (en kåpa som täcker kamerakroppen)  
med ett integrerat väderskydd, ett justerbart väderskydd samt ett hölje som kameran 
monterades i för att få en lutning. 
Genom att i skisser, skissmodeller och de efterföljande CAD-modellerna ta fram olika 
alternativ för sammansättning, montering och utformning kunde tre fungerande 
lösningar tas fram för att tillverkas genom 3D-printing. Prototyperna användes sedan i 
ett flertal tester för att se hur effektiva de var mot vatten och hur de påverkade 
kamerans interna värme. Resultaten från vattentestet visade att alla tre koncept var 
bättre än Axis nuvarande produkt och att det mest effektiva var skyddet som lutar 
kameran ut från väggen. Värmetestet visade att alla skydden sänkte kamerans 
temperatur jämfört med en kamera utan skydd, åtminstone för den typ av kamera som 
användes i testet.  
Efter testerna gjordes en andra utvärdering av koncepten med det nuvarande 
väderskyddet som referens för att identifiera vilket koncept som hade mest potential. 
Denna utvärdering visade att det justerbara konceptet och konceptet som lutar 
kameran var de bäst presterande koncepten enligt de kriterier som de bedömdes efter. 
  
 vi 
Då konceptet som lutar kameran hade bäst resultat för det viktigaste kriteriet, att 
skydda kameran från regn, samt att det bedömdes som mer innovativt än de övriga 
förslagen utsågs detta till det vinnande konceptet. Om Axis väljer att fortsätta arbeta 
med detta koncept bedöms det ha stor möjlighet att bli till en effektiv, värdegivande 
produkt, både för Axis själva och för deras kunder. 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter contains a brief introduction to Axis Communications AB, a description 
of the background for this thesis, the problem it aims to solve, and the project 
arrangement. 
1.1 Axis Communications AB 
Axis Communications is a Swedish company that delivers solutions for network 
surveillance for professional installations. After launching the world’s first network 
camera in 1996 the company has become the market leader in this field and drives the 
trend of switching from analogue to digital video surveillance. Today Axis has more 
than 1400 employees in more than 40 countries and distributors in more than 70. The 
Axis cameras are used in many professional and public places such as airports, train 
stations, prisons or banks.  Following the vision “Innovating for a smarter world” 
Axis has 350 engineers who work to develop its future products. The main office is 
located in Lund, Sweden, and this is where all product development takes place [1].  
1.2 Background 
Axis provides their customers with a wide range of camera models, some being so 
called fixed dome cameras. Their characteristics are cylindrical camera bodies with a 
dome on top containing the optics. These cameras can be installed both indoors and 
outdoors but when put outdoors the quality of the camera image might suffer if 
precipitation sticks to the dome. To avoid this from happening Axis sells a sun shield 
that to some degree also protects the dome from precipitation but it is not its main 
purpose and is not an optimal solution. The issues with an outdoor placement of the 
camera have been taken into consideration in projects developing new cameras, but 
no project has solely focused on it. Axis has therefore commissioned this master 
thesis to sort out the real issues and create concepts for better working weather 
shields. 
1.3 Problem Description 
The main purpose of a weather shield is to protect the camera image. Apart from the 
problem with precipitation sticking to the dome, several other factors have to be taken 
into consideration as well when designing a new weather shield. Falling rain or 
melting snow must be prevented from forming icicles on the edges. The weather 
shield must also withstand the impact of hail and vandalism while still being 
economically justifiable. It should avert solar radiation from reaching the camera 
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while at the same time avoiding heat from the camera to get trapped since this may 
harm the sensitive electronics. Insects nesting inside or near the shield may disturb 
the camera image, but they could also be a potential threat to unaware repairmen. 
There is also a wish from Axis that the shield should fit many of their camera models. 
A successful product must also be user friendly and aesthetically pleasing while 
fitting the Axis brand and product portfolio. 
1.4 Aims  
The goal of this project is to develop weather shield concepts that fulfil their purpose 
while being attractive and cohesive with Axis’ portfolio. The project will limit itself 
to wall hanged fixed dome cameras with diameters ranging from around 130 to 200 
mm. 
The aim of the initial phase of this project is to gain knowledge in problematic areas; 
 Competing products on the market 
 Different kinds of weather factors, such as rain, snow, hail, sunshine and 
wind 
 Heat transfer from the sun and from the camera 
 Insects and spiders prone to nest or live inside or around the camera 
 Vandalism 
 Vibrations 
 Installation procedures and standards 
 The Axis brand and the design identity of their products 
The knowledge gained will form a set of guidelines used when generating new design 
concepts. The concepts will be evaluated based on these conditions and how well they 
fulfil them. Prototypes of the top contenders will be made, tested and re-evaluated 
before a concept is chosen as the one with the most potential. 
1.5 Limitations 
This project is limited to wall-mounted fixed dome cameras and other camera types 
are not considered in this report.  
The important part of this project is considered to be the development of several 
concepts that will be evaluated through testing. This means that detailed prototypes 
are presented but none of them will be further developed into a production-ready 
product, although aspects of manufacturing and assembly are considered during the 
concept development. 
Limitations for the tests are that they are only performed on one type of camera in one 
size category and the time constrains prevent the tests from being validated as much 
as necessary to get conclusive results. Therefore the results of the project are to be 
considered as indicators and guidelines but it has to be noted that the results may vary 
if, for example, a different camera model would be used or the test setup would be 
changed in any way.  
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There are also certain things that are important to test when developing the real 
product but that will not be tested during the scope of this project. This includes 
vibrational and vandalism tests that are discussed in the Discover chapter.  
1.6 Project Arrangement 
The project spans over 20 weeks, from January to June 2014, and is divided into four 
main parts: discover, define, develop and deliver. The first and final project plan can 
be found in appendix A. 
The tasks executed during the different phases of the project have been equally 
distributed between the team members with the same level of involvement in all parts 
of the project. 
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2 Methodology 
The methodology used in this project is described and discussed in this chapter. 
Several methods have been used with the Double Diamond method as the starting 
point. Elements from the Ulrich and Eppinger development process have been 
incorporated as well as elements from other design methodologies. 
2.1 Double Diamond Method 
The overall method used in this project is the Double Diamond method. This method 
was chosen since it has a clear structure with its four phases called Discover, Define, 
Develop and Deliver, see figure 2.1. It is a general model that covers all necessary 
elements of a complete development process and it is easy to combine with other 
methods. 
The Discover phase is the starting point of a project where a mission statement is 
given and wide research of the problem is conducted. During this phase research 
regarding the market and the needs of the product for different areas of performance 
are made. 
The results from the Discover phase are then used in the Define phase to set criteria 
for the development of the product. Here the scope of the project is narrowed down to 
set more specific goals for the continuation of the project. 
Discover Define Develop Deliver 
Figure 2.1 The four phases in the Double Diamond method. 
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The third phase is the Develop phase where a multitude of different solutions are 
explored, tested and evaluated. They are then summoned up with a review where one 
final concept is chosen to be developed and refined in the final Deliver phase. During 
this last phase final tests of the product are made, and when approved it is finally 
ready for launch [2].  
2.2 Ulrich and Eppinger Development Process 
The Double Diamond method does not contain specific tools of how to gather 
information or evaluate concepts and ideas. Elements from the Ulrich and Eppinger 
development process have therefore been incorporated. These are for example how to 
in a structured way describe the customer needs, brainstorm new ideas and evaluate 
them. 
The overall Ulrich and Eppinger development process consists of six phases, see 
figure 2.2: planning, concept development, system-level design, detail design, testing 
and refinement and production ramp-up. This project started at the concept 
development phase with a mission statement. The concept development phase itself 
consists of 7 sub-phases as can be seen in figure 2.3 [3, pp. 12-18].  
 
Figure  2.2 The phases of the Ulrich and Eppinger development process. 
2.3 Discover 
This is the first stage in the Double Diamond method and in this part of the project the 
objective is to get an overview of all the aspects of the challenge and to understand 
the different problem areas.  
2.3.1 Literature Review and Previous Studies 
In order to get an understanding of the task and the different problem areas affecting 
it, previous studies such as previous master thesis projects and internal test reports at 
Axis were studied. In addition to this information regarding other areas not previously 
documented by Axis, for example climates and vandalism, were studied. 
2.3.2 Interviews 
In this project structured as well as semi-structured interviews have been used to gain 
information. During a structured interview there is specific information that the 
interviewer is looking for and during this kind of interview it is important that the 
questions are short, clear and to the point. Structured interviews are mainly useful 
when the goals of the interview are clear and no additional information is needed.  
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 Figure  2.3 The concept development phase in the Ulrich and Eppinger process. 
A semi-structured interview means that both closed and open questions are used. The 
interviewer has a list of questions that work as a starting point but is still open to 
having a conversation with the interviewee about the topic until all relevant 
information have been received [4, pp. 233-234].  
2.3.3 Observations 
Watching products being used can lead to identification of customer needs that are 
not thought of by the users themselves. The best way is to observe the product being 
used in its natural environment since usage at another location will affect the outcome 
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[3, p. 77]. Observation can however also be performed in controlled environments 
with good results. In this case the important thing is what the user is doing, meaning 
the actual tasks performed. This differs from observations in the actual use 
environment where the focus is more on the context [4, p. 256]. Observations have in 
this project been used to see how the cameras of Axis are mounted as well as to look 
for sources of inspiration by observing weather shields in other applications.   
2.3.4 Experimental Outdoor Tests 
At Axis’ office in Lund there is a test station at the roof of one of the buildings where 
cameras can be mounted for weather tests. Tests were during this project conducted 
there on three cameras, two equipped with weather shields and one without. The 
cameras were set to record continuously. The effects of sun and precipitation were 
then observed by watching parts of these recordings to see how the image changes 
during for example rain and by looking at the camera from outside. The watched 
recordings were chosen to cover the most extreme weather phenomena. In this project 
this method was used during the Discover phase in order to test Axis’ current 
products and gain information about their performance. 
Results from this kind of tests should be carefully evaluated before universal rules are 
set since the results are dependent on the local weather at the test site. Variations in 
the weather conditions could affect the performance of the weather shield both 
positively and negatively. 
2.4 Define 
In this phase the insights of the Discover phase are used to set criteria and goals for 
the Develop phase of the project.  
2.4.1 Design Brief 
A design brief is a summary of the requirements of a project and is written to enable 
the team to think through the project from a holistic perspective. Aims and criteria for 
success are defined without proposing solutions. A design brief helps to create the 
conditions needed for qualitative work during the project.  
A suitable structure for a design brief is to first identify what the new product should 
be and describe the main function. The product is then described from the users’ point 
of view and the personalities of the user and the product are defined. The value that 
the product is bringing to the customer should be emphasised as well as the product’s 
contribution to the company’s image.  It is important that the brief focuses on what is 
important and that the team is open to revise it during the project [5].  
2.4.2 Identification of Customer Needs and their Hierarchical Organisation 
The results of the literature review, interviews and observations of the pre-study are 
interpreted as customer needs. During this stage of the process different people may 
interpret the results differently and therefore this should not be done by only one 
person. According to Ulrich and Eppinger there are five guidelines when writing 
needs statements: 
2 Methodology  
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 “What” not “how” – It is important to think of customer needs not as 
particular solutions, but as to what the product should do. This is because 
customers often suggest a specific way to solve their needs, but the focus 
should be on the real need.  
 Specificity– Need statements should be expressed with the same level of 
detail as the raw data, to avoid information loss.  
 Positive not negative – To use positive phrasing makes it easier to turn the 
need statement into a specification. 
 An attribute of the product – To describe the need as being about the product 
helps the translation into a specification and keeps the need statements 
consistent. 
 Avoid “must” and “should” – This is because it makes some of the statements 
feel more important than others, and at this point it is better to postpone this 
grading until later. 
The next step in the Ulrich and Eppinger method is to organise the needs into a 
hierarchical list. In this process the needs are sorted in groups with one need 
statement as the label for the whole group. Each need in the group is then given a 
rating of importance [3, pp. 82-83].  
2.4.3 Mood Board 
A mood board is a collage that communicates the feeling that is strived for with the 
new product. To look for and choose pictures helps the designers to define this feeling 
and get into the right mood. Before starting to make the collage the purpose of it 
should be decided, such as having a focus on for example aesthetics or the 
environment where the product is used [6, p. 93]. In this project mood boards have 
been used as a source of inspiration for the concept generation phase and for defining 
the identity of Axis. 
2.4.4 Scenarios 
Scenarios are informal stories about activities related to the product that are used to 
show imagined situations of where a product is used. These can be used as a way of 
communication within the team and with other stakeholders, as well as being used as 
a starting point for the design itself [4, p. 415]. In this project scenarios have been 
used to explore challenges at different installation locations to work as inspiration 
during the concept generation phase or as a way of communication during interviews. 
2.4.5 Personas 
A persona is a description of a user segment that the design team can use when 
finding design solutions that fit the user. The personas have goals that are related to 
the product and in addition to this information about the skills, attitudes and 
environment of the user is included. Details such as names, age and a photograph is 
added to enable the team to see them as real persons to design for. In a project several 
personas are usually included with one chosen as the main character [4, p. 360]. 
Personas have been used in this project as a source of inspiration and a way to get an 
2 Methodology 
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understanding of problems that may appear during the installation of the different 
concepts. 
2.5 Develop 
In this phase concepts are generated, tested and evaluated starting with a lot of 
alternative solutions that is narrowed down to a winning concept. 
2.5.1 Internal Search/Brainstorming 
In order to generate ideas internal search, or brainstorming, can be used, meaning that 
the ideas come from what knowledge the team already possesses. This can be done 
either individually or in group and according to Ulrich and Eppinger a good way of 
doing this is to first generate ideas alone and then meet to discuss and improve them.  
Ulrich and Eppinger propose four guidelines for internal search: 
 Suspend judgment – Since the aim of the initial idea generation is to come up 
with a lot of ideas it is useful to withhold the critical thinking at this stage and 
instead focus on improving the existing concepts or thinking of new ones. 
 Generate a lot of ideas – To generate as many ideas as possible lowers the 
expectations of the ideas and encourages the sharing of ideas that would 
otherwise have been thought of as not good enough. This is advantageous 
since one idea can work as a trigger for more ideas. 
 Welcome ideas that may seem infeasible – This kind of ideas can often be 
improved and reworked into something feasible and enables the team to 
extend the boundaries of the possible. 
 Use graphical and physical media – Sketches are efficient tools to describe 
ideas and in order to get an understanding of shape and sizes it can also be 
useful to work three dimensional with foam, clay or cardboard [3, pp. 127-
128].  
When done in a group session these guidelines are followed and a facilitator asks the 
participants questions or gives them a task to solve, such as how to meet a specific 
design requirement or customer need. In order to get the participants started a warm-
up task can be performed at the beginning of the session focusing on either related or 
unrelated things to the main topic [6, p. 117]. Setting a goal such as a specific number 
of ideas to generate during the session can inspire motivation in the participants [3, p 
130].  
Two variations that can be used for group sessions are brainwriting and braindrawing. 
In a brainwriting or braindrawing session the participants write down or make 
drawings of ideas on a paper for a few minutes and that paper is then sent to another 
participant allowing him or her to develop the ideas or use them as inspiration for new 
ones [6, p. 119].  
In this project ideas have been searched for internally by both individual work and in 
discussions within the project team. In order to get fresh perspectives a brainstorming 
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workshop with participants from outside of the project team was also held with the 
project team as the facilitators.  
2.5.2 Concept Screening 
Concept Screening is a method used to narrow down the number of concepts to move 
forward with in an early stage. Based on the identified customer needs a number of 
criteria are chosen and one concept is chosen as the reference to which the others will 
be compared. The other concepts are then rated as “better than” (+), “same as” (0) or 
“worse than” (-) the reference for each of the criteria. Afterwards the number of +, - 
and 0 are counted and a net score is calculated leading to a ranking of the concepts.  
The next step after the ranking is to think of which concepts that could be combined 
or improved in order to keep the positive aspects while removing the negative aspects 
before one or more concepts are selected for further development. Here it should be 
determined which issues need further investigation or if another concept screening is 
needed to narrow the number of concepts down [3, pp. 150-153].  
When doing a concept screening it is important to have some things in mind that will 
affect the result. The criteria are first of all set by the design team which means that 
some important criteria might be left out if forgotten and the wording might make a 
big difference. Some criteria may also be more important than other, but in this 
process this will not be taken into account. By evaluating different concepts some 
ideas that might be good after further development might get ruled out. This is why 
one should not follow the results of a concept screening blindly. 
2.5.3 Prototyping 
According to Ulrich and Eppinger the first step when planning a physical prototype is 
to define the purpose of it. It could for example be used for testing of certain 
functional aspects of the product, to test how well the different subcomponents are 
integrated together or for communicational purposes. The next step is to decide how 
close the prototype has to be to the real product for the testing purposes. A prototype 
can be both physical and analytical and what is needed is dependent on the 
prototype’s purpose. In the case of rapid prototyping the physical prototype is 
preceded by an analytical prototype in the form of a CAD model. The advantage with 
an analytical prototype is that parameters can easily be changed and features of the 
prototype be analysed before production of the physical prototype [3, pp. 291-304].  
In this project prototypes have been used in order to test concepts regarding the 
functionality and to communicate the ideas to product managers and other employees 
at Axis. The prototypes used were both more simple kinds made from paper and 
Styrofoam and more detailed ones made with rapid prototyping. Before the 
prototyping Creo Parametric was used to model the concepts. 
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2.5.4 Experimental Tests Performed on the Concepts 
2.5.4.1 Outdoor Tests 
Following the same method as described in 2.3.4 concepts generated in the project 
were tested at the outdoor test station in Lund.  
2.5.4.2 Tests with Shower Nozzle 
During these tests cameras were mounted together with the weather shield concepts at 
an indoor test location where water could be sprayed at them using a shower nozzle. 
By doing this water coming from above as well as from different angles and with 
various intensities could be tested. In order to vary the angle water was sprayed from 
a fixed distance but at different heights. The disadvantage of this test is that it can be 
difficult to get an accurate and consistent angle and water pressure in all tests. The 
result must therefore be evaluated and used very carefully. 
In this project these kinds of tests were used for testing different types of drip edges 
on a simple prototype and to test the performance of more detailed prototypes later in 
the process. 
2.5.4.3 Test in Climate Chamber 
In order to test how the weather shield concepts affected the heat of the camera tests 
were performed in a climate chamber. The chamber was equipped with a compact 
source iodide lamp that generated intensities around 700 W/m
2
 at a distance of about 
three meters and it was used to create artificial sunlight [7]. This kind of lamp is 
useful for testing new products since it offers good control of light direction and 
intensity [8]. It was placed with the light targeting the prototypes straight on, see 
figure 2.4.  
The goal of this test was to heat the camera in the artificial sunlight until the 
temperature stabilised at a maximum value in order to compare how this maximum 
Figure ‎2.4 Test setup in the climate chamber. 
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value differed between different weather shields and a camera without protection. In 
addition to this a black camera without protection was also tested to see how the heat 
is affected by colour. The temperature was measured by three probes that were 
attached to internal parts of the camera with one placed close to the image sensor, one 
close to the lens and one outside of the lens body but still within the camera housing. 
The camera was then placed with the sunlight directed straight on the camera as it 
was desired to test the camera in a worst-case scenario and the measurements were 
started. The ambient temperature in the climate chamber was set to 40°C as it was 
assumed that issues with heat will more likely appear at higher temperatures. The 
wind speed was set to a low value of 0.4 m/s since only minor cooling effect was 
sought after. The humidity was deemed as of secondary importance for this test and 
was set to 40%. 
Each test lasted for 4 hours since this was considered long enough to obtain 
satisfactory temperature stabilisation. The temperature was measured each minute by 
a Testo Data Logger (Testo 177-T4 and Testo 176T4 were used) where the probes 
were connected. The results were then used to create graphs showing the heat 
distribution during the 4 hours as well as for finding the maximum value. 
2.5.4.3.1 Sources of Error  
The Testo Data loggers have an accuracy of ±0.4 °C (177-T4, for -25 C to +70 C [9]) 
and ±0.3 °C (176T4, from -100 C to +70 C [10]) which needs to be taken into account 
since the two probes at the lens and at the image sensor measured similar 
temperatures. It is also important that the data loggers themselves avoid being 
affected by the artificial sunlight. The probes used might have different level of wear 
which also needs to be taken into account when analysing the results. The probes 
were taped to the surface of the parts to be measured and this could also affect the 
result since it is impossible to place them exactly at the same position in different 
cameras. The probes were positioned to measure the surface temperature but moving 
the concepts from the setup place to the climate chamber might cause micro 
movements resulting in air between the probe and the surface. Due to these sources of 
error it is preferable to validate the results with more tests, which could not be 
conducted during this project due to time limitations [11].  
2.5.4.4 Test of Viewing Angle 
To test how the different weather shield concepts affect the viewing angle tests were 
made both for cameras looking straight forward and to the side. Each concept was 
mounted together with a camera set up to film parts of the edge of the weather shield 
and each of the mounted cameras were then placed in the same position against a wall 
and a snapshot was taken. The pictures were then compared for the different cameras 
to see how much they differed from each other. Since a source of error could be the 
placement of the cameras the concepts were each tested three times in both directions 
to validate the results. 
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2.5.5 Air Flow Simulation 
In order to analyse how wind would affect the design simulations were made in 
SolidWorks’ flow simulation. By using computational fluid dynamics this software 
enabled visualisations of the air flow around the CAD models as well as giving values 
of the resulting forces. The flow trajectories were made from planes at the edges of 
the computational domain and for this sketches were made to cover all the interesting 
parts of the models.  
When interpreting the results the forces given need to be read in relation to the images 
of the air flow. This is because the resulting turbulence is not static and therefore 
exposes the camera to additional stress. By comparing the size of the turbulence area 
in a flow trajectory plot to the resulting forces it can be seen if a pattern can be found 
and conclusions drawn [12].  
The settings used were an external analysis in 3D with air as the fluid using the 
default pressure of 1 atm and a temperature of 293.2 K. In order to give realistic 
results the CAD models were mounted on a wall in the xy plane with a computational 
domain large enough to give larger flow trajectory plots (figure 2.5). Seven 
simulations were run for each of the CAD models starting with one of a camera 
without a weather shield to use as reference. The velocity of the wind was set to 7 m/s 
and in every simulation its direction was changed which in the software is done by 
assigning x, y and z-components of the velocity. The settings for the components for 
the different simulations are presented in table 2.1.  
When analysing the results of the simulations it has to be taken into account that the 
settings of the mesh greatly affects the result and ideally more simulations would be 
made with finer mesh settings in order to validate the results. By adding more starting 
points for the flow trajectories more accurate results are also given. That the CAD 
models used were exported from Creo Parametric to SolidWorks might also have 
some influence on the results and add uncertainty. 
 
Figure ‎2.5 Simulation setup for the wind analysis. A fixed dome camera is placed in 
the xy plane. 
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Table ‎2.1 x, y, z components for the velocity (7 m/s) for different simulations. 
 x y z 
From left 7 0 0 
From the front 0 0 -7 
From the front above 0 -4.95 -4.95 
From the front below 0 4.95 -4.95 
From an angle 4.95 0 -4.95 
From and angle above 4 -4 -4 
From an angle below 4 4 -4 
 
2.5.6 Concept Scoring  
Concept scoring is used as a tool of evaluation when the concepts have been further 
developed and detailed. The first step is to prepare the evaluation criteria, possibly by 
using the criteria from the concept screening decomposed into more detailed sub-
criteria. Each of the criteria is then given a weighted score of importance before the 
concepts are ranked in relation to a chosen reference. Although one concept is the 
general reference separate reference points can be chosen for the different criteria if 
another scale would be more useful. A scale from 1 to 5 can be used where a 1 is 
much worse than the reference and a 5 is much better than the reference. The 
weighted score is then calculated and summed up to the total score giving the ranking 
of the concepts.   
After the ranking the team can see which of the concepts can be further improved or 
combined. Normally the concepts are already quite detailed at this point but 
improvements can often still be found from insights gained during the evaluation.  
The last step is to choose one or more concepts to move forward with. Important to 
notice here is that the choice does not always have to be the concept that scores the 
highest point since uncertainties can exist regarding the weighting and ranking of the 
different criteria. If the differences in the resulting score are small these can usually 
be disregarded [3, pp. 154-157].  
2.6 Deliver 
In this phase the concept with the most potential is further developed until it is 
launched as the final product. This is often done by refining the design and by 
performing more tests on new prototypes until the product is ready. In this project the 
deliver phase consists of applying some improvements on a chosen concept but 
mainly in making recommendations as to how the product could be further developed. 
No new prototypes or further tests will be made or conducted within this phase due to 
time constraints. 
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3 Discover 
The Discover-phase of the development process involves gathering of information 
about subjects related to the issue at hand. This chapter presents this research.  
3.1 Product Analysis 
3.1.1 Fixed Dome Cameras 
Axis is market leading in network surveillance cameras in both indoor and outdoor 
environments. Network cameras can be categorised into fixed, fixed dome, covert 
PTZ and thermal network cameras. This project is focused on creating weather shield 
concepts to wall mounted fixed dome cameras and other types of cameras are not 
discussed in this report.  
Axis’ fixed dome cameras have a circular enclosure design with a dome where the 
optics are fitted. The camera lens can be directed in any direction during the 
installation phase, but it is fixed in its position during use. These kinds of cameras are 
often regarded as discrete and non-obtrusive and have the advantage of efficiently 
hiding the filming direction of the camera. The outdoor models also provide a varying 
degree of protection against for example tampering, vandalism and dust. See figure 
3.1 for a typical fixed dome camera [13].  
According to Erik Mårtensson, Product Manager at Axis, dome cameras are the most 
popular network camera model in the US and in Australia (including both fixed and 
PTZ cameras). He estimated that half of the buyers in Europe choose dome cameras 
and the other half chooses fixed box cameras [14].  
Figure 3.1 Axis M3024-LVE, a typical fixed dome camera for outdoor use [15]. 
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3.1.2 The Product Lines 
3.1.2.1 The P33-series 
The P33-series is a part of the P-line which includes versatile, high performance 
cameras. They are also the fixed dome cameras with the biggest dimensions in Axis’ 
product portfolio and can therefore be used as an upper limit of the dimensions that 
the weather shield should be able to fit onto. The diameter of the biggest camera body 
at its widest point is 178 mm. The height from the base of the camera to where the 
dome starts is 60 mm and the distance from the base to the top of the dome is 123 
mm. The outdoor models are made of aluminium and can be used fitted with sun 
shields. The power consumption of these camera models ranges from 12.1 to 12.8 W 
[16].  
3.1.2.2 The M30-series 
The M30-series is a part of the M-line with affordably priced fixed dome cameras that 
are also called mini domes. Their sizes are smaller than the cameras in the P-33 series 
with a diameter up to 132 mm and the corresponding heights of 50 and 93 mm from 
the camera base to the base of the dome and from the camera base to the top of the 
dome. The outdoor cameras are made of aluminium and have a power consumption 
ranging from 3.2 to 6.3 W [17].  
3.1.2.3 The M31-series 
The M31-series is also a part of the M-line but the cameras in this product group 
differs from the M30-cameras in their design. The dome on the M31-cameras are not 
centred in the middle of the camera body, but are moved slightly to the edge, unlike 
the other dome cameras. The camera body is slightly oval with a minimum width of 
107 mm. The height of the camera body is 36 mm and the distance between the base 
of the camera and the top of the dome is 48 mm. The outdoor casing is made of 
aluminium and a sun shield is already fitted on it, covering half of the dome. These 
models have the same resistance to water and dust particles as the P33- and M30-
series, but are not as resistant to external blows. The camera’s power consumption is 
3.2 W.  
Since this camera already have a small sun shield by default and since it is mostly 
placed semi-outdoor in for example entrances this particular series will not be the 
focus point of this project [18].  
3.1.3 The Skin Accessory 
Some buyers want to customise their cameras by repainting them so that they fit 
better into their installation environment. To facilitate this skins are provided that 
could be put to cover the camera body and by painting these instead of the camera 
there is no risk at getting paint on the camera dome or other vital parts. The skin also 
covers up the screws and other prominent design features, making the camera more 
sleek and anonymous [14].  
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3.1.4 Installation 
Josef Eid, consultant at Avalon and currently working at Axis, demonstrated how to 
mount a fixed dome camera on a wall. He pointed out that these cameras are often 
mounted several meters above the ground which is why it is so important to make the 
installation process as quick and easy as possible for the installer.  
In the US cameras are often mounted on preinstalled junction boxes in the walls 
which could have different kinds of hole-configurations and the cameras should 
therefore support the four most common ones. The cables and wiring to the cameras 
are usually routed through a wall and through the junction box, but the cameras 
should also be built to allow connections routed along the wall from above, the sides 
or from below. These cables are usually drawn through pipes or flexible conduits 
placed on the surface of the wall. Their thread diameter is usually ½” or ¾” in the US 
or M25 in Sweden. Through conduit connections these pipes could be connected to 
the cameras through holes in their bodies matching the diameters of the pipe threads. 
When the hole-diameter in the camera does not match the diameter of the pipe, 
adapters called conduit boxes could be used [19].  
Jens Christian Andersen, expert of installations at Axis, predicted that in addition to 
cables routed through the wall, the most common options are when the cables are 
routed from below or from the side. Cables from above only occur when the camera 
is mounted under a ceiling and under these circumstances a weather shield would be 
unnecessary. The weather shield must therefore not be optimised for this particular 
situation. Due to the risk of leaking Axis recommend their customers to install the 
camera with the cable connections coming from inside the wall, or from below [20].  
A mounting bracket is usually mounted on top of the junction box or directly on the 
wall, depending on the preconditions. When the wires are attached the camera module 
and the top cover are assembled. Axis strives to use torx 20 screws as default in all 
their installations so that the installers only need one kind of screwdriver. Anti-loss 
screws are also recommended to minimise the risk of losing them during installation 
[19].  
3.1.5 Axis Current Weather Shields 
3.1.5.1 The Eyelid 
The camera models that this report focuses on are wall mounted dome cameras. 
Today Axis has only one weather shield design for these kinds of cameras on the 
market. This is commonly referred to as the Eyelid and its main purpose is to protect 
the camera from sunlight, see figure 3.2. 
The reason for Axis wanting to replace the Eyelid is that it is not very efficient 
against either direct or indirect rain; it does not protect the dome from diagonally 
falling rain nor does it lead the water running on it away from the dome. This 
particular solution has not yet had any problem with snow, but other camera models 
have had trouble with icicle formations and it is therefore an important consideration 
to take into account when designing a new solution.  
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The sunshield can be installed on an already mounted camera since only two screws 
need to be replaced from the camera body. It has been found that the installation 
solution, though quick and easy, is less than ideal since the camera might start leaking 
after a heavy blow to the Eyelid due to deformation of the screws. 
The Eyelid is on the other hand very effective against reflections and heating caused 
by the sun but it has also been discussed that it prevents the internal heat from 
escaping which can affect the quality of the camera image. The angle of view is 
currently adequate. 
The weather shield is an accessory that is distributed together with the cameras. The 
materials can either be plastic or metal depending on the material of the camera [21].  
3.1.5.2 The Extended Cover 
The Extended Cover is a new concept for a weather shield that is larger than the 
Eyelid. It has been designed to allow for a better water flow than the eyelid with a 
tilted cap that leads the water to the back sides of the cover. The addition of a drip 
edge allows the water to create drops that fall off more easily, preventing them from 
forming icicles in cold weather and from running on the underside of the shield with 
the risk of falling onto the dome. 
The Extended Cover is mounted with the use of an extra metal bracket that is put 
behind the camera. The plastic cover is then attached to the extra bracket and fastened 
with screws. The Extended Cover will be sold separately as an accessory.  
3.1.6 Installation of Weather Shields 
The Eyelid and the Extended Cover uses two different ways of installation that both 
have their advantages and their flaws, as discussed with Daniel Åhman during his 
briefing of this project [21]. In addition to these two assembly methods the design 
team came up with four alternative methods that could be used; the shield could be 
screwed directly into the wall, snap-fits, permanent adhesives or some kind of straps, 
clamp or rubber bands could be used. Through discussions and reasoning within the 
design team and with Axis’ employees advantages and disadvantages were found to 
each of these six methods and a list of the most important and obvious pros and cons 
Figure 3.2 A P3363-VE network camera with an Eyelid [22]. 
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is found in Appendix B. No method was completely ruled out prior to the concept 
generation-phase, but some felt more advantageous than others. 
3.1.7 Sales 
The Eyelid is currently delivered together with the cameras to the customer. The 
Extended Cover will be sold separately, as an accessory when it is put on the market. 
To deliver it together with the camera has the advantage that more customers 
probably use the weather shield but the disadvantage that the price and the volume 
need to be kept at a minimum. In the cases where the shield is not used there is also a 
high risk that it is thrown away which is bad for the environment and gives the 
customer a bad feeling. To sell the shield separately has the advantage that it can have 
a more optimised construction that could be more expensive since the customers 
chose to pay for it. The downside is that the costs of logistics get higher since more 
items need to be kept in storage. The distributors only have a certain amount of 
storage space and with more articles, they cannot hold as many of each sort. It is also 
a more complicated procedure for the customer to have to buy several items and to try 
to match the right shields with the cameras [14].  
Petra Bennermark, product manager for fixed dome cameras at Axis, estimated that 
Axis has between 500 – 1000 distributors in the world. She also estimated that a 
separately sold accessory such as a weather shield would cost US$ 50-100 on the 
market. Since it is good if the number of separate products is kept at a minimum to 
avoid confusion and simplify the logistics it is desirable if the weather shield fits 
more than one camera model [23].  
3.2 Market Research 
A market research can be a good way to find out more about competitors’ products on 
the market. Products used as weather shields in applications other than surveillance 
cameras could also be of interest. The result could be used as an inspiration during the 
design process and as benchmarks when comparing different concepts. It could also 
be used when choosing a target market and determining the purpose and aim for the 
new product.  
3.2.1 Competitors’ Products 
The two competitors that currently offer sun shield solutions for their camera models 
are D-Link and Panasonic. D-Link has a solution that is almost identical to the Eyelid 
regarding design, functionality and mounting (figure 3.3). Because of their 
similarities it is assumed that this product has the same pros and cons as the Eyelid 
that Axis is selling. 
Panasonic has started marketing their new generation 6-series and one of the 
accessories that could be bought together with the cameras are the so called 
“Extended Sun Shade” (figure 3.4). It has a similar look to the Eyelid at the front, but 
it seems to have another mounting solution. The shield is attached to the mounting 
bracket that the camera is fitted to but the image does not tell if it has to be installed at 
the same time as the camera or if it could be installed in hindsight. 
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Figure  3.3 D-Link´s sun shield [24].  
 
 
Figure  3.4 Panasonics Extended Sun Shade [25].  
3.2.2 Weather Shields Used in Other Applications 
Looking around in nature and at man-made things one can easily find inspiration to 
use when developing a weather shield. Most humans, animals, things and buildings 
need protection of some sort, both from other humans and animals but also from 
weather and other natural phenomena. A field trip was made to gather information 
about what kinds of protections that are being used in other areas than surveillance 
cameras as a future reference during the design process. 
A collage of pictures from the field trip can be found in appendix C. 
3.3 Weather 
The main function of a weather shield is to protect the camera from weather factors 
such as sun and different kinds of precipitation. A study was therefore made on 
different weather types both in how they vary and behave under different 
circumstances and in what ways they can affect the weather shield.  
In addition to this a study was made into different types of climate in order to get an 
understanding of what challenges the shield would face in different parts of the world. 
The results of this study can be found in appendix D. 
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3.3.1 Rain 
Water is currently one of the biggest issues with the current weather shield that Axis 
sells today. It is optimised to protect the camera from sun and how the water run on 
the sun cap has not been taken into consideration when it was designed [21]. To 
create an efficient weather shield it is important to understand rain and how water 
move since precipitation in form of rain is common in most parts of the world. In 
Sweden heavy rain is normally not more than 1 mm/min but the world record lies in 
the US where it once rained 32 mm/min [26]. 
The biggest issue with rain when it comes to outdoor surveillance cameras is that it 
impairs the image quality if it sticks in front of the optics and that the visibility is 
compromised during heavy rain. A well-constructed weather shield could reduce the 
first of these problems but a bad construction may also make it much worse. 
Regarding how the rain affects the camera it can be considered to be both direct, 
where the rain hits the camera dome directly from different angles, or indirect in the 
form of splashes or drops from for example a weather shield or a roof. The weather 
shield has to protect the camera from both and in previous specifications from Axis 
an angle of 30 degree was used as a guideline for the direct rain [14]. This is however 
a rough estimation and is quite low considering how much wind there can be that 
affects this angle. 
3.3.1.1 Water Flow 
It can be assumed that water just like all things on earth are affected by gravity and 
friction. This makes the water choose the easiest route downwards if no external 
forces are applied to it. Water drops on the other hand may, depending on the 
circumstances, stick to a surface even if it is not planar. This is because the friction of 
the surface is bigger than the down force on the drop and because of the surface 
tension between the drop and the air. 
Water running in the view of the camera as well as drops stuck on the dome will 
affect the image quality. By trying to lead the flow away from the dome and by 
making the drops fall more easily around the edges its impact can be minimised. 
3.3.1.2 Water and Materials 
It is important that the materials used for the weather shield are chosen so that they 
withstand an outdoor environment and the water that it will protect the camera from. 
It is therefore good to look at how different materials are negatively affected by 
water, such as corrosion for metals and swelling and dissolution for plastics. 
Metal parts in contact with water may suffer from corrosion. Corrosion means that the 
material is going through a chemical reaction with the surrounding environment 
leading to changes in the material that ultimately could cause failure. When water 
drops gather at the surface of the metal galvanic corrosion can be triggered, meaning 
that a cell is created consisting of a cathode and an anode. Electrons are flowing from 
the anode to the cathode resulting in oxygen from the air that has been dissolved into 
the water is reduced into hydroxide ions at the cathode and at the anode the metal is 
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oxidised. With iron as an example the hydroxide and iron-ions would then react with 
each other in the water resulting in rust [27]. 
Swelling of a polymer means that liquid molecules diffuse into the polymer. This 
results in that the macromolecules of the polymer are being forced apart leading to 
expansion and swelling of the specimen. This leads to a softer and more ductile 
material, and lowers the glass transition temperature which causes strong materials to 
become weaker and rubbery at lower temperatures. When the polymer is soluble the 
swelling process continues into dissolution. When the chemical structure of the 
polymer and the solvent is low there is a bigger risk for swelling and dissolution. If a 
polymer is to be used in an outdoor environment it is important to look at its 
resistance to water [28 pp. 695-696].  
3.3.2 Snow 
The Eyelid does not have a direct problem with snow, but new designs may very well 
encounter problems if they allow snow to pile up on them. Snow can be quite heavy 
and the construction must be able to hold its weight during an indefinite period of 
time. The density of the snow varies with different snow types. Fluffy fresh snow can 
have a density of 30 kg/m
3
 or less while spring snow during the final stages of 
melting can have a density of up to 400 kg/m
3 
[29]. 
Depending on the composition and mechanical properties of the snow it is more or 
less inclined to stack and build up on a surface. The surface friction and slope angle 
of the material the snow rests upon is also important to take into consideration. Snow 
will stay on a flat surface until it melts or blows away and a high friction coefficient 
will prevent the snow from sliding off a tilted surface. When it comes to roofs, the 
angle where the snow might fall off starts at 14-16˚ and ends at 60˚. If the roof angle 
is big enough the snow will not stick to the surface to begin with. 
Under certain circumstances melted snow could also turn into icicles which could 
potentially block the camera view or even cause damage to people or property if they 
fall off. They usually occur when the temperature is just below freezing and the snow 
starts to melt by the heat from the sun. If the temperature falls the water might freeze 
again and an icicle might start to grow [30].  
3.3.3 Hail 
Hail is another weather factor to consider since the weather shield itself must remain 
intact while protecting the camera from the impacts of hail.  
Depending on parameters such as size and shape of the hail as well as wind, melting 
speed, friction and collisions with raindrops the velocity of the hail is determined. 
This speed is hard to calculate due to the many variables but it has been estimated that 
a hailstone with a diameter of 1 cm falls at 9 m/s and a hailstone with a diameter of 8 
cm weighing 0.7 kg falls with a speed of 48 m/s. Normally a hail is around pea-size, 
but the biggest hailstone ever to fall had a diameter of 20 cm and weighed near 0.9 kg 
[31]. Constructing a weather shield that is built to withstand hailstones of this size 
may not be optimal from a cost perspective, but it has to be able to withstand hail of 
normal size since it is a common phenomenon. 
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3.3.4 Sun 
The sun may cause a lot of trouble for a camera. Some of these are minimised with 
the Eyelid, such as reflections, but since this solution is not fit for other weather 
conditions the work has to be redone with the new weather shield solution. Heat 
generated from the sun may cause overheating in the camera and different colour of 
materials may emit or absorb more or less of the electromagnetic waves, all this is 
discussed in section 3.4 Heat Transfer. In the following sections problems with 
reflections and UV-radiation are brought to attention. 
3.3.4.1 UV-radiation 
The sun is known to degrade materials in many ways. Some materials just get 
bleached, such as fabrics, but some might even break. Polymers are one example 
where the sun may rupture the bonds between the molecules and this may affect both 
physical and chemical properties of the material. The materials may become brittle or 
discoloured and could potentially result in cracks and material failure. Adding 
stabilisers to the polymer might work as a protection [28, p. 697].  
3.3.4.2 Reflections 
Unwanted reflections in cameras have been a problem ever since the optics was first 
being made out of glass. All light that is not within the wanted picture is unwanted 
light when it comes to filming and photography. That is why most SLRs (single-lens 
reflex cameras) have attachable lens hoods that can be used in sunny weather and it is 
also one of the reasons that Axis is offering their customers option of attaching a sun 
shield to their cameras. 
According to Fredrik Sterngren, expert in optics at Axis, light travels to the sensor in 
dome cameras in three main ways; direct sunlight into the lens (fig 3.5a), by hitting 
the side of the lens, outside of the camera viewing angle, and thus reflecting the light 
into the sensor (fig 3.5b) and by reflections travelling inside the dome glass that may 
reflect into the optics (fig 3.5c). In reality light hits the camera as a combination of all 
three ways, but for simplicity they are handled as three different scenarios.  
The first way is hard to prevent with a weather shield since it would mean blocking 
the camera view. The second and third way can be affected and improved by a sun 
shield. It has been proven that the Eyelid is successfully minimising the reflections 
from the sun in the dome glass since it is preventing sunbeams from above to enter. It 
is on the other hand not effective against light coming from below, such as reflections 
on cars from the sun or from lamps inside the picture frame, but according to Fredrik 
Sterngren this could only be prevented by covering up the dome. The view angle of 
the camera is an important selling point for a surveillance camera and covering up the 
dome may not be an optimal solution for that reason. 
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Other things that affect the picture quality are dust and scratches on the dome since 
they light up parts of the picture. Fredrik Sterngren believed that a shield that 
minimised these problems and protected the dome would greatly improve the picture 
quality [32].  
3.3.5 Wind 
The weather shield will be exposed to air and wind and it is important that it does not 
fall off or breaks because of it. The wind can be of different strengths and directions 
and therefore it has to be strong against forces from all directions. However, the 
strength of the horizontal component of the wind is usually larger than the vertical 
[33]. It is also important to consider gusts, short strong winds that can vary both in 
direction and force, during a short period of time. The direction can quickly change 
180 degrees and the force is more than 50 % higher than the mean value of the normal 
wind [34].  
In order to design a weather shield that can resist wind it is good to look at the 
aerodynamic factors of different shapes. This could potentially reduce the air 
resistance of the shield and thus reduce the requirements for its strength. When 
exposed to wind objects are affected by lift and drag where lift is the net force 
perpendicular to the wind direction and drag is the net force in the same direction as 
the wind. The net force in the wind direction is highly dependent on the shape of the 
object based on a drag coefficient that should be kept as low as possible for an 
aerodynamic design. This coefficient is in turn dependent on the Reynolds number, a 
dimensionless parameter that measures the inertia force and viscous force of a fluid 
element [35, pp. 328-333]. In figure 3.6 the aerodynamic performance of different 
bodies are seen in relation to their drag coefficients.  
Sunbeam 
Dome 
Lens 
Camera view angle 
Figure 3.5 a) light travelling directly into the camera, b) light hitting the side of the 
lens, outside of the viewing angle c) reflections travelling inside the dome glass 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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Figure  3.6 Drag coefficient as a function of Reynolds number for different degrees of 
streamlining [35, p. 352]. 
3.3.6 Weather Tests Conducted on the Eyelid and the Extended Cover 
3.3.6.1 Previously Made Tests at Axis 
Water tests of Eyelids for different cameras as well as for the Extended Cover have 
previously been performed at Axis in the controlled environment of a drip box. Water 
drops are here dropped onto the shields from above to see how they behave on the 
shields. For the Extended Cover tests have also been made with a shower nozzle to 
simulate water coming from different angles. 
In one drip test an Eyelid for a P33-camera and two versions, one smaller and one 
larger, of the Extended Cover were tested using the same setup. The water was 
dripping with 1 mm/min and each shield was tested during two minutes. The results 
showed that the drops stuck to the underside of the Eyelid and travelled closer and 
finally onto the dome. Both versions of the Extended Cover offered better protection 
than the Eyelid with smaller amounts and sizes of drops ending up on the dome. The 
larger version of the Extended Cover had better results than the smaller, due to its size 
and its sharper edge [36].  
In another test a variant of the Eyelid with a sharper edge was tested in a drip box. 
This proved to be better than the ordinary version with less water gathering under the 
edge and thus leading to less drops on the dome.  
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In the test performed with a shower nozzle on the Extended Cover the results were 
not as optimistic as the tests done in the drip box with more, and larger, water drops 
ending up on the dome [37].  
3.3.6.2 Outdoor Tests 
In order to see how well the Eyelid and the Extended Cover handle rain and sun three 
cameras were mounted at a test station on top of the roof of one of Axis’ office 
buildings in Lund. One of the cameras was equipped with the Eyelid and one with the 
Extended Cover while the third was without protection. All of the cameras were set to 
record continuously in order to capture the effects of different kinds of weather. In 
addition to this observations were made from the outside to see how the water was 
moving on the different products.  
Both of the weather shields reduced the amount of water drops on the dome. The 
effect was however highly sensitive to wind and with more wind a lot of drops would 
also fall on the domes covered by the Eyelid and the Extended Cover. With less wind 
the Extended Cover manages to keep the dome free from water longer than the Eyelid 
does. This is both due to the size of the cover as well as the fact that the drops follow 
the tilted shape of the brim to the back sides of the cap. On the Eyelid the drops will 
instead follow the shape and end up along the whole edge of the cap with most of 
them dripping off and some hitting the dome in the fall. Since the edge is not as sharp 
as the one on the Extended Cover some of them will however stay on longer along the 
edge. 
The Eyelid and the Extended Cover both help against reflections from sunlight. Later 
in the day the effect will however be reduced as the sun gets lower and at some point 
the sun will be below the shield making the differences between the cameras with or 
without protection very small.  
3.4 Heat Transfer 
Heat is often a problem in electronic appliances. Regarding surveillance cameras the 
biggest issue is to keep the image sensor from overheating since this would reduce the 
image quality with increased noise in the film. In the image sensor photons create a 
flow of electrons. When this flow is affected by something, such as the internal heat 
in the camera, noise appears. This noise increases with higher temperatures but the 
exact relation is different for different sensors. In addition to the problem with noise 
the life-time of the sensor also decreases with higher temperatures [32]. Shading the 
camera from the sun solves one bit of the problem, but much of the heat is actually 
generated inside the camera and should not be trapped. The ideal weather shield 
would therefore let the heat flow freely from the camera to the outside air while still 
protecting it from the heat of the sun. 
To be able to optimise the design it is important to understand the basics of heat 
transfer. Energy will always flow from a body with higher temperature to a body with 
lower temperature until thermal equilibrium is reached. This energy interaction 
between two systems or a system and its surroundings is called heat transfer and 
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occurs due to one of three mechanisms: conduction, convection or radiation. These 
will be discussed in the following sections [38 pp. 60-62].  
3.4.1 Thermal Conduction 
Heat transfer within a material due to a difference in the energy level (temperature) of 
the particles in different parts of the material is called conduction. In fluids this is due 
to diffusion and collisions of molecules during their free motion within the system 
and in solids it is due to molecular vibrations within the body and collisions and 
diffusion of free electrons. Both the molecular vibrations and the collisions of free 
electrons affect the thermal conductivity of a solid material but the structure of the 
material determines the individual impact of the two components. Metals are bound 
with metallic bonds and have a high degree of free electrons and the thermal 
conductivity of such materials is therefore mainly due to the electronic component. 
Materials with crystalline structure depends more on the vibrational component [38 
pp. 92-93].  
3.4.2 Thermal Convection 
Heat transfer between a solid surface and a fluid in motion is called convection. The 
speed of the fluid motion is what determines the efficiency of the convection, without 
a flow the heat transfer between the solid surface and the fluid is pure conduction. 
The energy inside the solid transfers to the nearest fluid through conduction. The 
movement of the fluid and the conduction inside it transfers the heat away and these 
combined effects are what is called convection [38, pp. 93-94]. Since the weather 
shield in this project can represent the solid and the surrounding air and wind can 
represent the fluid and motion this kind of heat transfer is central to this task. If the 
heat generated by the camera transfers to the weather shield through for example 
conduction, convection could be crucial to the cooling of both camera and shield.  
3.4.3 Thermal Radiation 
Electromagnetic radiation is caused by a change of the electronic configuration of 
atoms and molecules within a matter. It could be in form of X-rays, microwaves and 
radio waves, but in thermal radiation only radiation due to temperature is of interest, 
for example heat radiation from a fire, a light bulb or the sun. Thermal radiation 
transfers heat at the speed of light and unlike conduction and convection heat can be 
transferred in vacuum [38, pp. 94-95]. In this project it could be assumed that the 
weather shield is exposed to solar radiation to some degree since it will be placed in 
an outdoor environment. The heat transferred from the sun to the weather shield 
through thermal radiation should not, with an ideal design, reach the camera.  
3.4.4 Emissions and Absorption of Heat 
All bodies radiate heat in form of electromagnetic waves, but it cannot always be seen 
since the visible light emitted is insufficient. Just as all bodies emit heat, they also 
absorb heat simultaneously and the surface of a body plays a significant part in this. 
The surface absorbs one part of the incident radiated energy from for example the sun 
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and reflects the rest. A mirror reflects a big part of the incident energy while a black, 
matte surface absorbs most of the energy. A perfect blackbody would absorb all 
electromagnetic waves that hit it and reflect none [39, pp. 404-405].  
In this project heat emission and absorption may matter because different clients may 
want different materials and different colours on their cameras and camera 
accessories.  This could potentially affect the heat inside the camera if the weather 
shield would absorb a lot of heat from the sun and transfer it to the camera. A 
discussion about the risks of this and different colours’ impact on the weather shield 
and camera was held with two PhD Students at Energy Sciences at Lund University, 
Faculty of Engineering. They predicted that the colour and reflectivity on the outside 
surface on the weather shield would prevent heating from solar radiation but the 
inside surface would not affect the system to the same extent since most of the heat in 
a potential gap between the camera and the shield would come from convection from 
the camera. They therefore recommended a reflective outside shield surface and a 
maximised flow of air between the camera and shield [40].  
3.4.5 Previous Tests at Axis 
There are many different opinions concerning a weather shield’s impact on the 
camera temperature among Axis’ employees. Several tests have been conducted on 
different kinds of camera models with and without weather shields and skins. These 
test results have been gathered to form guidelines for the future design process. 
In 2013 Axis had a master thesis project done in cooperation with two students at the 
Faculty of Engineering at Lund University. The purpose of their report was to 
conduct a thorough research to find parameters and draw conclusions of how sun 
shields affect the heat transfer to the camera. In the project they also presented a 
design guide containing things to consider when designing a new sun shield. The tests 
they made were done in a lab with an artificial sun with an equivalent solar intensity 
to that around the equator on three different camera models with different power 
consumptions. The tests were later validated by computer simulations. This project 
was limited to sun shields and not weather shields but some of their conclusions could 
be used as guidelines in this project. 
The main conclusion drawn was that the efficiency of the sun shield was very 
dependent on the camera model and its power consumption. For cameras with high 
consumption the shield trapped the heat and worked as an isolator and any of shields 
fitted close to the camera would degenerate its performance. For low consumption 
cameras the results showed that the temperature was decreased with a sunshield 
although only marginally. The most important thing to consider according to their 
work is the airflow; maximising the airflow results in better cooling and thus a lower 
sensor temperature. Spacing between the shield and the camera body of at least 8 mm 
but rather 20 mm were recommended to avoid a thermos-effect. Another conclusion 
was that different materials with different reflectance only affected the heat transfer 
marginally but a material with higher reflectance was better [41].  
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In 2013 Axis calculated that the influence made by a skin accessory on a certain 
camera model was a temperature rise of about 2 degrees. A test to prove this 
calculation has not yet been conducted on this camera [42].  
The same year a heat transfer test was made on a PTZ camera to investigate the 
heat impact caused by a skin and a sunshield. The general conclusion was that 
the whole camera gets warmer with a skin or a sunshield [43].  
In 2012 a test was conducted on a ceiling mounted camera. The first part of the 
test was about different camera enclosure materials and the result indicated that a 
chassis made of plastic caused a sensor temperature of about 1 degree Celsius 
higher than one made of metal. The second part of the test resulted in a 
conclusion saying that the sun causes the temperature to rise about 5-6 degrees, 
but this is based on their specific test setup and cannot be used as a benchmark in 
this project [44].  
Axis has also conducted several tests to sort out the sun shield’s effect on heat 
transfer. In 2011 guidelines were established based on tests made on one wall 
mounted and one pendant mounted camera. The tests were conducted on a modified 
camera where resistors generating a corresponding heat had replaced the PCBs and 
sensor. The conclusion was that the weather shield and the camera enclosure should 
be kept apart to avoid heat transfer. To maximise the airflow air outlets are advised as 
well as a maximised distance between the camera house and the weather shield [45].  
These tests and calculations conclude that a sunshield would in most cases increase 
the camera temperature and thus the sensor temperature and that could lead to 
compromised image quality. These tests also show that an increased temperature is 
hard to avoid if the camera is in need of a weather shield. Taking the guidelines into 
consideration during the design process could minimise the problem, but it would 
probably not be eliminated. 
3.5 Insects and Spiders 
Insects such as wasps could possibly be a problem for the weather shield since they 
might build nests underneath or inside it leading to a disrupted camera view or a 
danger for the person maintaining the camera [21]. 
3.5.1 Wasps and Hornets 
In order to learn about wasps and hornets an interview was held with Mikael 
Sörensson, entomologist at Lund University. He was asked to talk about the 
behaviour and nest-building of wasps, what differences there is between different 
species and how the design of the weather shield would appeal to them.  
Wasps choose their nesting site based on the criteria of being the best possible site 
within close range. For social wasps this would be a place where they have room for a 
nest with the size of a women’s handball [46] (about 17 cm in diameter [47]), and for 
solitary wasps tube-shaped cavities would be attractive. Hornets would require even 
more space than the normal wasps. Sörensson was asked if there was any way to 
design the cavity to not attract wasps but he said that wasps are adaptable creatures 
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and can rebuild cavities to their preferred shape almost regardless of the material. 
Regarding the size of the wasps, the social ones can be as small as 10 mm long while 
the solitary could be as small as 5 mm long although the most common would be 7-8 
mm. This is true for the Swedish wasps, since this is Mikael Sörensson’s speciality. It 
was also mentioned that the social wasps could be considered a bigger problem since 
a lot of wasps would gather at the same location compared to only a few for the 
solitary. 
Answering the question of how he would build something to not attract wasps 
Sörensson mentioned that a slippery material might stop the insects from being able 
to build their nests but if the problem was big enough organic poisons could be used. 
One possibility would also be to set up an alternative nesting site in the affected areas, 
such as a structure with hollow tubes [46].  
A recommendation from Axis is to make holes and cavities smaller than 4 mm so the 
most common wasps cannot come through them [48].  
3.5.2 Spiders 
Web-building spiders could be a disturbing factor for the camera since the web, 
trapped insects or the spider itself could block the camera view. For this reason an 
interview was held with Lars Lundqvist, head of the biological museums at Lund 
University. When asked about how to avoid the spiders he mentioned that heat is 
something that the spiders do not normally like and that heating up to around 50°C 
could scare them off. He also mentioned that spiders can build nets and climb on 
basically any surface which would make it difficult to avert them [49].  
3.6 Vandalism 
Even though surveillance cameras usually are put up for the security of people and 
property some find them as an intrusion on their privacy and integrity. People with 
these kinds of believes may therefore try to compromise the camera’s functionality. 
Criminals may also want to do this when trying to hide their crimes. Most outdoor 
cameras are therefore impact tested and classified as vandal-proof. 
Different kinds of cameras are subjected to different kinds of attacks. While cameras 
that protrudes from houses, such as bullet cameras, are more vulnerable to impact 
attacks, such as kicking and hitting, dome cameras makes vandalism more difficult. 
Not only are they more disguised than the bullet cameras and harder to get a hold on, 
but it is also more difficult to hang pieces of garments over them to block the view 
[50].  
According to Erik Mårtensson the most efficient way to take out a camera would be 
to use a paintball gun and shoot colour at it. To hit the camera directly is not so 
common since many people are afraid to be recorded while performing the crime. It 
has also occurred for some camera models that lassos have been tossed around them 
and then tugged until the cameras fall down [14].  
The Guardian reported in the beginning of 2013 that vandalism of surveillance 
cameras had become a game for protestors in Berlin. The game was called Camover 
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and it was a protest by people who were tired of being watched by the authorities. The 
game encouraged inventive ways to destroy CCTV cameras and ended on February 
19
th
 the same year, coinciding with the start of the European Police Congress [51].  
On the game’s blog page one can read in the frequently asked questions section about 
methods of attack. The attacks are described and pros and cons regarding their 
efficiency and difficulty level are discussed. The easiest way, and also recommended 
as a training activity, is called “Sticker and tape” and involves putting a sticker over 
the lens. Some of the more difficult types involve putting a plastic bag full of glue 
over the camera, using a water pistol filled with paint to paint the lens, destroying the 
sensor with a laser pointer and cable cutting. One of the more advanced is called 
“Block drop” where the activist climbs to a point above the camera and drops rocks 
onto it until it is destroyed in a shower of sparks [52].  
3.6.1 IK-testing and IP-testing 
Axis uses an international standard to test and establish how big external mechanical 
impacts or in other words how vandal-proof their cameras are. The test is called IK 
impact test and is executed on the complete enclosure during predetermined 
atmospheric conditions. The degree of protections is denoted as IK XX where the 
XX’s ranges from 00-10, with no protection at all being 00 and protection from a 20 
J-hit being 10 [53].  
An IP-test (ingress protection) is usually conducted as well to determine how 
insolating the enclosure is against different types of ingress, for example fingers, 
water and dust, and how well the enclosure protects humans and animals. The tests 
are conducted with different kinds of equipment depending on the level of protection 
the enclosure offers. This could for example be with different types of probes that are 
being pushed into the joints, in a dust chamber or in a water tank [54].  
When it comes to the weather shield it may not be advisable to make it vandal 
resistant since the construction probably would become quite complex and expensive 
if it should be able to resist severe attacks. As long as the camera stays safe a new 
weather shield is a small cost to replace after an attack. In a discussion with Erik 
Mårtensson it was mentioned that it is good if the weather shield would be able to 
handle small impacts from things such as snow balls or rocks [14].  
3.7 Vibrations 
Vibrations from the surrounding environment, such as traffic or passing trains, is a 
factor which could possibly affect the weather shield  by leading to fatigue and failure 
in the material. In addition to this it was mentioned by Erik Mårtensson that it is also 
important that the shield does not cause the camera to vibrate [14].  
According to Robert Messer, engineer at the department of hardware test at Axis, it is 
important for a vibration-resistant design that the weather shield does not hang out too 
much or is too loose, and that the weight of it is to be kept low. He also mentioned 
that weather shields are not that complex from a vibration point of view and 
vibrations would therefore probably not cause any issues. Nevertheless all products 
are tested for the 4M4 class of standard IEC 60721-3-4 at Axis and therefore also the 
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weather shields. At many occasions it is an important specification to show the 
customers that the products pass certain tests and that is a reason why many tests are 
performed [55]. The class 4M4 of IEC 60721-3-4 corresponds to vibrations 
transmitted from machines or passing vehicles and contains two robustness tests; one 
stationary sinusoidal vibration test and one shock test [56].  
3.8 Design Identity 
With a wide range of fixed dome cameras on the market, with similar construction 
elements, Axis’ products rely on the small design elements on their cameras to carry 
their corporate identity and communicating their visions and values. Design 
guidelines are used to provide a consistency in their product portfolio and to 
strengthen their brand.  
Important to consider is also the needs of the customers. Many of them want to 
repaint their cameras in order to make them fit in better into their environments. It is 
therefore essential that the design identity of the company does not lie in the colour of 
their products and easy repainting or exchangeable cover solutions are provided to 
satisfy the needs and wants of the customers. 
Except from different sizes the exteriors of fixed domes and PTZ-cameras contain 
very similar design elements. The most outstanding Axis feature is the wing details 
on the camera bodies. There are usually four wings on the ceiling-mounted cameras 
to eliminate visual directional limitations but two wings are also common. Around the 
dome Axis has chosen to put a black compass lens ring on some of their cameras to 
reinforce the impression of precision. On the camera body surface closest to the dome 
is a bevel and either on top or the bottom of the camera is a step division to create an 
impression of compactness and sophistication [57].  
3.9 Conclusions 
When designing a weather shield for a fixed dome camera there are many different 
aspects to consider. The first thing is that it needs to be mounted in an effective way. 
This means that it both must fit the standards of Axis while still being easy to use, 
install and customise. Following the standards of Axis the weather shield should fit 
junction box standards and it should be mounted without the need of any extra screw 
holes in the wall. If additional screws are needed they should use torx 20. If possible 
the number of screws should be kept to a minimum to allow easier installation and for 
this snap-fits could be considered as a substitute as long as it does not affect the 
robustness of the shield. It is also preferable if the shield could be mounted both at the 
same time as the camera but also on an already installed camera. Allowing the 
customer to use conduit pipes with cables to be connected to the camera routed from 
below or from the sides is another thing to consider. Since the amount of protection 
the shield gives might be a trade-off between the available viewing angle and the size 
of the shield some customisability of the viewing angle is also sought after.  
From Axis’ point of view it would be good if the weather shield fits more than one 
camera model, either with one size that fits all or variants that fits two or more 
cameras with similar sizes. This is not a necessity, but it would make the logistics and 
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sales easier. In order to achieve an efficient design this project will focus on creating 
a product that is to be sold separately as an accessory. This will allow for a bit more 
freedom in the design as well as in the selling price and should lead to a solution that 
fulfils its needs more efficiently than Axis’ current product. 
The main functions of the weather shield are to allow the camera view to be kept free 
from disturbances and the camera to be kept well-functioning. Related to these are the 
different weather conditions such as the different forms of precipitation and sun that 
each set different criteria for the design. The biggest issue with the Eyelid is that it 
does not work well with rain. It does however give adequate protection against the 
sun and the challenge is to create a shield that in addition to this also is better against 
rain. Rain is challenging since it can come from different angles and directions 
depending on the wind speed and the amount of drops. The task is to find the optimal 
shape of the shield to steer the rain, both in the form of running water and drops, in a 
direction away from the camera dome since water on the dome, or in front of it, will 
decrease the image quality.  
The by Axis previously used guideline of 30 degree rain is thought to be very low 
since rain can sometimes come almost straight from the side. An angle of 45 degrees 
is therefore considered a more suitable guideline. A balance between the camera view 
angle and the protection angle also need to be found since a more covered dome 
might lead to better protection but will reduce the viewing angle. The same rule 
applies in order to avoid reflections from the sun. Regarding snow the shape must 
either allow the snow to fall off easily or be able to withstand the stress that a pile of 
snow would create.   
It is important that the weather shield concepts do not increase the internal heat of the 
camera to a large extent. The internal heat of the camera must be allowed to escape 
out of the camera and the heat from solar radiation must be kept from entering. A 
continuous air flow around the camera is therefore something to strive for. 
Issues such as avoiding nesting insects are important to consider although they are of 
secondary importance since not all cameras will have problems with them. The 
general rule of Axis to strive for making holes no larger than 4 mm is thought to be 
correct since it matches the information from Mikael Sörensson.    
Vandalism is also a thing of lesser importance than the other criteria as long as 
vandalism to the shield does not obstruct the camera. The weather shield needs 
however to be able to handle impacts from smaller objects such as snow balls or rocks 
without failing. 
Another issue that is of lesser importance are vibrations. The reason for this is that it 
is assumed that the shield will handle the vibrations it will be exposed to during a 
lifetime without failing since the strains probably will be small. The shield must 
however be strong enough not to cause the camera to vibrate.  
One important aspect is that the shield fits within the Axis product portfolio and 
follows their design identity. Related to this is that the shield should be discrete and 
blend into its environments. Details that could be used to add to the design identity 
are the characteristic wings and compass ring of the fixed dome cameras. 
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4 Define 
The knowledge gained during the Discover-phase is in this chapter being defined as 
different kinds of guidelines and goals for the product to be used in the upcoming 
phases. 
4.1 Brief 
The product is a weather shield meant for wall-mounted fixed dome cameras in 
outside environments and it aims to conquer the worldwide market. It wants to be 
market leading and a brand representative for Axis, making their customers see that 
Axis is the right company for weather protected dome cameras. It will uphold the 
values and identity of Axis. 
The shield wants to be perceived as trust-worthy, robust, logical and aesthetically 
appealing. It should be an obvious choice of accessory for all dome cameras mounted 
in places affected by weather. Its appearance and cost will fit in with Axis’ current, 
but also future, products and its aesthetical appearance will please customers 
worldwide. 
The weather shield will withstand the forces of nature but its biggest and most 
important mission is to protect the camera and optimise the image quality. Mounting 
locations will be anywhere in the world and different climates will provide different 
weather conditions but it will endure them all without compromising itself or the 
functionality of the camera. It will not affect the camera negatively if external forces 
are applied to it and it will optimise the heat flow without causing trouble with 
nesting animals. 
The user is the installer and the product will make its installation as effortless as 
possible by enabling easy positioning, customisation and attachment independently of 
customer requirements, mounting place and the knowledge of the installer. Mounting 
and dismounting of the weather shield will be possible regardless of when the camera 
is installed. To ease the process the weather shield will follow Axis’ normal 
installation standards and be intuitive.  
The shield will withstand the test of time in its outdoor environment without 
compromising its own function or the camera’s. Material failure due to creep, 
external forces and fatigue will be avoided. It will withhold its cosmetic appearance 
during its lifetime.  
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The product will be efficiently mass produced regarding material use, assembly, time 
and cost. It will be sold worldwide at Axis’ distributors and logistical optimisation is 
crucial. 
4.2 Function Analysis 
In order to get an overview of what the weather shield design should achieve a 
number of needs were identified mainly from the findings in the Discover phase. In 
addition to these requirements the shield would also preferably be easy to 
manufacture and assemble and it should facilitate its logistics. The complete set of 
needs were then grouped and given a ranking from 1-5 depending on their importance 
according to the design team, where a 5 is most important.  
The headlines for each group of needs can be found in table 4.1 and the complete 
function analysis can be found in appendix E. WS stands for “weather shield”. 
Table  4.1 Partial function analysis. 
Importance Need 
5 The WS will protect the camera image  
5 The WS will represent the Axis brand  
5 The WS will fit into the product portfolio of Axis accessories 
5 The WS will allow mounting according to the customers’ needs  
5 The WS will be mounted according to Axis’ standards  
5 The WS will be mounted together with the camera  
5 The WS will be made of materials which are optimised for outdoor 
use 
5 The WS will be mass producible  
5 The WS will be logistically optimised  
5 The WS will withstand external forces 
5 The WS will minimise reflections 
4 The WS will leave the internal camera heat unaffected  
4 The WS will repel insects and spiders 
4 The WS will be unaffected by creep 
4 The WS will have a fatigue limit that withstands possible stress 
 
4.3 Personas 
To try to understand the needs of the installer two personas were created. The 
personas were made to differ in level of ambition and knowledge so that both of the 
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extremes were taken into consideration during the concept development phase. The 
persona with the least experience and motivation will influence the product 
requirements the most since he needs it to be fool proof. The personas can be found in 
appendix F.  
4.4 Scenarios 
Scenarios were in this project used to find different kinds of outdoor installation 
environments for surveillance cameras. Each placement creates new difficulties for 
the camera and its shield and by defining them it should be easier to find a product 
that fulfils most of the criteria for all of the placements. The scenarios can be found in 
appendix G. 
4.5 Mood Boards 
Two mood boards were created to display what the product should communicate and 
express with its finished design. The first mood board shows the values that Axis puts 
into their products that the finished concept in this project also should inherit. The 
second mood board displays different shapes that could be used as inspiration in the 
design to achieve the right feeling of the product. The mood boards can be found in 
appendix H. 
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5 Develop 
Using the knowledge gained during the Discover-phase, that was later defined in a 
brief, function analysis and personas, concepts were to be developed. This chapter 
covers the whole development process – from the first sketches to the tests of the 
prototypes and their final evaluation.  
5.1 Concept Generation 
5.1.1 The First Stages 
During the first stages of concept development basic sketching with pen and paper 
was used, see figure 5.1. When the first ideas had been put to paper questions and 
limitations such as; the shield must be mounted using the same screws as the camera, 
the shield must fit all sizes of cameras or the shield must be adaptable, were used to 
get the innovative process going. The sketching was first done individually but the 
ideas were later discussed and altered by the design team and new ideas created with 
inspiration from the already generated concepts. 
  Figure ‎5.1 Basic sketches from the early concept generation stages  
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5.1.2 Workshop 
A brainstorming workshop was held together with colleagues from outside the design 
team when the idea generation was starting to run dry within the design team. To 
maintain a good atmosphere some ground rules were set during the workshop. They 
stated that all ideas were good ideas and should therefore not be criticised, but they 
may be altered by the others. The quantity of the ideas was more important than the 
quality of them, even “bad” ideas could possess great elements and should therefore 
be shared, but it was also very important that the participant stuck to the subject.  
The participants were first asked to sketch or write down all kinds of weather shields 
that came to mind during a five minutes warm up assignment. After a short debriefing 
on the subject and the camera models they were then told to sketch or write down 
how a weather shield for a fixed dome surveillance camera might look like during 
another five minutes-period. The rest of the workshop consisted of group discussions 
where the participants were asked specific questions about how a weather shield 
could be constructed based on predefined limitations taken from the function analysis. 
The limitations were: 
 Optimise the water flow away from the viewing angle of the camera 
 Make a weather shield that is adaptable 
 Make a shield that could fit different sizes of cameras, ranging from 100 to 
200 mm in diameter 
 The shield should be mounted using the same screws as the camera 
 The shield should be mounted directly onto the wall 
 The shield cannot be mounted with screws at all 
The ideas generated were sketched or written down on the whiteboard by one of the 
design team members. The goal was to generate 20 ideas for each question or 
limitation. Documenting the ideas on the whiteboard was a way to keep track of what 
had been said and discussed as well as letting the participants know how many more 
ideas they had to come up with until they were finished. Follow up questions were 
asked to steer the discussions to the right path and to keep the ideas flowing; 
 How can overheating be prevented? 
 How could nesting of animals and insects be prevented? 
 How can the assembly and mounting process be optimised? 
 How can the viewing angle be optimised? 
5.2 Concepts 
The brainstorming within the team and the workshop generated several hundreds of 
ideas. Some of them were immediately ruled out as impossible for this specific 
project, but the rest had to be discussed before decisions could be made about their 
potential. Ten concepts were considered to be possible contenders to the already 
existing sun shield and they are presented in the following sections. 
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5.2.1 Concept A – Accordion 
The Accordion (figure 5.2) is made of a plastic sheet with variable thickness that 
creates natural hinges in the thin sections of the material. The benefits of this concept 
are that its flexibility enables one shield to fit all camera diameters while allowing for 
a better viewing angle than the Eyelid. Its flexibility will probably make it difficult to 
design for good robustness and water diversion. This concept would probably be 
mounted on a bracket behind the camera. 
 
Figure  5.2 The Accordion. 
5.2.2 Concept B – Ray 
The Ray concept (figure 5.3) is made of three or four parts depending on the size of 
camera model it sits upon where one part is a bracket that should be mounted behind 
the camera. All parts will be included in the packaging which means that if the 
product should be used for a small camera one of the parts will be redundant. It is 
believed that this concept will be less robust than the eyelid because of its many parts 
and the snap-fits between the parts, but it benefits from fitting many sizes of cameras. 
 
Figure  5.3 The Ray. 
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5.2.3 Concept C – Telescope 
The Telescope (figure 5.4) as well as the Ray and the Accordion would be mounted 
on a bracket behind the camera and should be made to fit many sizes of cameras. It 
consists of several parts that will fit together with snap-fits in orders depending on 
what camera it should shield. The snap-fits enable a simple and fast way to assemble 
the product, but the robustness of the construction will probably be poor. Some parts 
will regardless of the camera size be redundant and probably thrown away. 
 
Figure  5.4 The Telescope. 
5.2.4 Concept D – Santa’s Beard 
Santa’s beard (figure 5.5) is made of a soft plastic material that could be bent to 
follow the diameter of any dome camera. One option is to let the installer cut out the 
shape of the weather shield to allow the customer to get the desired shape and size. 
This concept is fitted on the camera with some type of belt or ribbon that is 
adjustable. The material will make this concept weak and it does not represent the 
Axis brand. It will on the other hand make the installation easy since an already 
installed camera does not have to be taken down. 
 
Figure  5.5 Santa’s Beard. 
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5.2.5 Concept E – Roof 
The Roof-concept (figure 5.6) is not well defined since any type of roof would fulfil 
the same criteria. A roof would be robust, compatible with cables from any direction, 
divert water well and fit cameras with different sizes while still not affecting the 
internal heat of the camera significantly. Installation and assembly will on the other 
hand be a lot more difficult for the installer since it will have to be mounted directly 
onto the wall, meaning drilling of more holes near the sensitive camera. Logistically it 
will be a lot bigger and heavier than the other concepts and designing one that looks 
good on any building will be a great challenge. 
 
Figure  5.6 The Roof. 
5.2.6 Concept F – Marquise 
The Marquise (figure 5.7) is similar to the Roof, but it demands some sort of 
mechanism that makes it adjustable either manually or automatically with some kind 
of motor. It will probably contain more parts than the Roof and it has to be assembled 
in a factory which leads to higher costs. It will also be less robust because of the 
mobile parts. 
 
Figure  5.7 The Marquise. 
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5.2.7 Concept G – Turtle 
This concept (figure 5.8) is made of a number of plastic parts that could be snapped 
together to form caps of various sizes. It is mounted on a bracket behind the camera. 
The Turtle does not fit all cameras, but it could be made in three sizes, small, medium 
and large, to fit all camera models and sizes without looking too big for the smaller 
ones. The variable shelter allows the customer to decide if the view angle or the 
protection against weather is more important. This concept is believed to possess 
good aesthetics and that it could express the Axis brand. 
 
Figure  5.8 The Turtle. 
5.2.8 Concept H – Frankenstein 
Frankenstein (figure 5.9) is similar to the Turtle with only one exception and that is 
how the size can be varied. Instead of snap-fitted parts, Frankenstein consists of only 
two parts where the bottom part folds down like a visor. This concept demands some 
kind of mechanism to hold the parts into place which makes it harder to manufacture 
and assemble than the Turtle. 
 
Figure  5.9 Frankenstein. 
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5.2.9 Concept I – Fold Out 
This concept (figure 5.10) uses the same principal as the Accordion with built in 
plastic hinges, but it was believed that the fold out could be made in three directions 
instead of only two. In this way the concept would allow both adjustment of the 
camera view and amount of protection as well as fitting cameras of different sizes. To 
find a solution that actually works as intended could however prove to be a great 
challenge. 
 
Figure  5.10 Fold Out. 
5.2.10 Concept J – Cacke 
All other concepts allow the camera to be mounted parallel to the wall, but Cacke  
(figure 5.11) tilts the camera a certain degree to optimise the water diversion. It could 
be made to fit many kinds of cameras, but the installation, assembly process and the 
logistics will be bad since it will be bigger than many of the other concepts and 
contain several parts that have to be put together. 
 
Figure  5.11 Cacke. 
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Table ‎5.1 Concept Screening 
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5.2.11 Concept Screening 
The concepts were evaluated by performing a concept screening with the Eyelid as 
the reference. The criteria used were adapted from the ones that were identified for 
the functional analysis and were chosen since they were able to differentiate the 
concepts. The concept screening table can be seen in table 5.1. 
5.3 Further Development 
After the first evaluation with the concept screening none of the concepts felt good 
enough to continue with in their existing form so alterations had to be made. During 
the discussions that followed it was found that many of the concepts felt impossible to 
implement in reality so they were discarded to make room for the more plausible 
concepts. Concept A, B, C and D are examples of this, they got relatively high rank, 
but when discussed their flaws seemed hard to fix. The primary task of this project is 
to find a good weather shield and these concepts were as bad as or worse than the 
Eyelid at this specific remark, but they still gain points for less important criteria, 
such as good logistics, since the list was not weighted.  
Concept E – the Roof got relatively high scores as well, but it felt out of line with 
Axis and their business. A weather shield is an accessory to a camera and must 
therefore create a uniform unit together with it. A roof felt more like an accessory to a 
building and uniformity between the house and the shield is dependent on the style 
and materials of the house. If Axis ever started to design custom-made cameras this 
concept would probably be a good idea, but at the moment it may be more important 
to design a shield that fit within their current portfolio. 
Concept J – Cacke got a relatively low rank even though its score did not differ too 
much from the concepts with higher ranks. This is one of the concepts that were 
chosen for further development, mainly because of its potential of good water 
diversion, but also because it is very different from all the other concepts and what 
Axis has done before. The real potential of this concept is therefore somewhat more 
undiscovered than the rest.  
During the Discover-phase several interviewees on Axis were in favour of a weather 
shield in combination with a skin and the Eyelid was therefore chosen to be 
redeveloped to meet this need. Together with the Eyelid, Cacke, the Turtle and 
Frankenstein were chosen for more development. 
5.3.1 Development of the Eyelid in Combination with Skin 
This concept is made to fit one camera model since the height of the camera and the 
diameter of the dome and the camera chassis will affect the size of the skin and thus 
making it impossible to fit cameras with different dimensions. 
There were three ways to go when combining the Eyelid with a skin, each with their 
own specific advantages and disadvantages: 
1. Use the current Eyelid and create a skin it could fit upon, both could be used 
separately  
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2. Create a skin where a cap could be mounted using an extra bracket-part 
between the skin and cap, they could be used together or, depending on 
design, separately  
3. Create a skin where a cap could be mounted, but they could only be used 
together, never separately  
One thing these ideas had in common was that the skin should be mounted with the 
screws from the camera to ensure easy installation and durability against external 
forces. The other option would have been snapping the skin to the camera body but 
that would make the shield more likely to fall off when hit by something. This choice 
influenced the decision greatly between the three available options. 
The biggest advantage with the first alternative was naturally that only a skin had to 
be developed and Axis could keep their current Eyelid without modifications. This 
would on the other hand limit the design of the skin. It would for example have to 
have the same shape as the camera body, the eyelid would not fit otherwise, and for 
the same reason it had to be mounted using the screws on the camera. This would 
have meant that at least two screws would be visible at all times and according to 
Axis employees one of the most important reasons for buying a skin is to hide the 
screws and get a more plain design. Keeping the design of the Eyelid would not 
improve the water diversion which is one of the reasons this project is carried out. 
Another problematic aspect is the sales since the Eyelid is being sold together with 
the camera. Three possible options were available:  
 Sell the skin separately and let the Eyelid be sold together with the camera as 
before – would anyone buy the skin when it does not meet all the 
requirements of a good skin? 
 Sell the two parts together – would the customer feel cheated if he has to pay 
for something that came for free before? 
 Sell the camera with the skin and the Eyelid included –a waste of money and 
material for those who do not want either of the two products. 
The second option of how to combine the skin and the Eyelid could solve the problem 
with the water diversion that the first option and the Eyelid faces since the cap could 
be redesigned to something bigger and better. If the skin was designed to follow the 
same shape as the camera the bracket would be able to fit on both and the cap with 
the bracket and the skin could therefore be used separately. If these parts were sold 
together the customer would get two products in one which could seem like a good 
sales argument. The skin would still have visible screws which, as stated, makes it 
less than ideal. The bracket would also be an extra part to manufacture which means 
higher costs leading to higher sales prices. 
The third option could only be used as a weather shield combined with a skin and 
never as a weather shield or skin alone and this is its biggest disadvantage. This 
solution would make the sales and logistics simpler and customers that buy this 
product would use all its parts and material would therefore not be wasted. The outer 
design of the weather shield would be independent of the shape of the camera and a 
design without visible screws would be possible.  
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It was decided within the design team that the third option should be the one to 
continue with, mainly because it felt more logical to design a great weather shield 
than a mediocre skin with a cap. 
To maximise the protection against rain the size of the cap and its brim should be as 
big as possible to get the drip edge away from the dome. This, while holding the total 
size of the weather shield to a minimum to make it look good, would be a trade-off. 
To make the cap as big as possible it was decided that the screws should be covered 
by it and this would also mean a better overall appearance. The two top screws in the 
camera should therefore be replaced with longer ones while the bottom two should be 
left untouched. The problem that arose by this decision was how the cap should be 
mounted on the skin without adding extra screws that would have destroyed the looks 
all over again. The skin was therefore built up with stabilising walls that the cap could 
be put between and snap-fits hidden under the cap was made to lock it into its place. 
To remove the cap small handles were put on the snap-fits so that the installer could 
grab a hold of them and gently loosen it. To hide the interior construction of the cap 
and its fitting a covering plate was designed to follow the bottom of the cap and the 
dome. For a better appearance and for ventilation patterns were made in this plate to 
follow the shape of the dome and the cap. For easy assembly and disassembly snap-
fits were used to put the plate into its place. A brim with a dripping edge was added to 
the outer bottom of the cap to make water drops less prone to sticking. 
The function analysis states that it is very important that the weather shield would 
allow for a pipe with cables to be mounted in the camera from below but less 
important for it to be mounted from the sides. A lid with the size similar to the one on 
the camera was therefore put at the bottom of the weather shield. 
A picture of a cross section and a rendered image of this concept can be seen in figure 
5.12 and 5.13.  
Figure 5.12 Cross section of the Eyelid in combination with skin. 
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5.3.2 Development of Cacke 
The thought behind this concept was originally that tilting the camera away from the 
wall would minimise the need for a large brim to keep the dome clear from water 
drops. When tipping it, the camera body will form a natural shelter for the dome and 
to get equal amount of shelter as the other concepts the brim would not have to be as 
large. Tipping it would on the other hand affect the potential viewing angle of the 
camera and also increase the distance between the wall and the outmost point of the 
weather shield, making it feel bigger than many of the other concepts.  
One of the advantages of this concept is that it could be made to fit different sizes of 
cameras and the biggest difficulty while developing it was how to make it feel small 
despite having to fit the biggest camera. By dividing long surfaces with steps or by 
making them slightly curved they were made to feel smaller and more alive. Tipping 
the camera 80 degrees from the wall made the design look aesthetically calm and 
minimised the need of a broad brim. Tipping it to this angle the camera would still 
have the same viewing angle as it does when an Eyelid is mounted on it which felt 
acceptable. To find a suitable and appealing design modelling clay was used to build 
simple and fast prototypes, see figure 5.14.  
Another difficulty was how to make small cameras look appropriate in it. By hiding 
the camera body behind a plate the problem was partly solved. Customers who 
bought a small camera for its size would probably still hesitate before buying this 
shield since it would mostly contain air and add volume to their small camera. 
Figure 5.13 Rendering of the Eyelid in combination with skin. 
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Assembly and installation while keeping it safe and robust are other challenges this 
concept has faced. Since the weather shield will hold the camera it is important that it 
does not break or affect the camera view negatively if it is being hit. By using screws 
in some vital parts the robustness could be sustained but at the cost of time used for 
installation and assembly. These parts were also reinforced with ribs. Parts less 
important to the rigidity of the construction were made to be put together using snap-
fits. The most important part for the construction and rigidity is the bracket and that is 
why this would be made in some kind of metal. 
Since the cable to the camera does not always come from inside the wall, Cacke had 
to be compatible with cable pipes routed from below. A mounting place for a pipe 
like this was put on the bracket and a lid was created to cover this if it is not needed. 
Different camera brackets have different hole-patterns and to be able to fit as many 
cameras as possible the bracket of Cacke had to have a hole-pattern to match them. 
The part of the bracket that is to be mounted on the wall will share the same hole-
patterns as the four most common junction boxes, according to Axis’ standards.  
Thus, Cacke consists of at least four main parts; the metal bracket that should be 
mounted on the wall and where the camera should be placed, the hood that covers the 
bracket and protects the camera against precipitation, the cover plate that covers the 
camera body and is only used for aesthetic reasons and the covering lid for the cable 
connections. Additional parts are necessary if this weather shield should fit different 
cameras since the cover plate has to be tailored to each model since it is dependent on 
the camera height and dome diameter. In this concept 10 additional screws were used 
to mount the weather shield and to hold the camera into its place.  
A cross section and a rendering of this concept can be seen in figure 5.15 and 5.16.  
Figure 5.14 Clay models 
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5.3.3 Development of Frankenstein 
Frankenstein is supposed to be made in two different sizes to fit the wide range of 
Axis cameras. Each size will fit several models, but if it is needed in the future more 
sizes of Frankenstein would be possible.  
This concept consists of three main parts; the bracket sitting behind the camera, an 
immobile part that is screwed to the bracket and the mobile, rotating visor. The 
locking mechanism consists of three additional parts; a button, a geared plate that is to 
be attached to the button and a leaf spring that locks or unlocks the mechanism when 
released or pushed. All of these parts would probably be assembled at a factory prior 
to delivery to the customer since the fitting would be quite complex and time-
consuming. When delivered it therefore consists of only two parts; the bracket and the 
Figure 5.16 Cross-section of Cacke. 
Figure 5.15 Rendering of Cacke. 
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cap with movable visor. With a prior assembly of these parts the installation of the 
final product would be quite quick and easy for the installer.  
During the installation the camera must be taken down if it has already been mounted. 
The bracket from Frankenstein will be placed closest to the wall with the bracket 
from the camera on top of it. The same screws used to fix the camera bracket to the 
wall will now hold both brackets instead. The bracket from Frankenstein must 
therefore match the hole-patterns of the cameras it belongs to and thus also the hole-
patterns of the most common junction boxes. When the brackets have been put into 
place the camera should be installed in its normal order. Then the cap with movable 
visor is guided into its place on the bracket and locked with two screws in the bracket. 
The visor will fold down from 60 to 80 degrees in relation to the wall. At its 
maximum fold out location the viewing angle of the camera matches the one the 
camera has if an Eyelid is mounted on it. The drip edge will in that location be at a 
greater distance from the dome than the drip edge on the Eyelid, making this concept 
a better weather shield in theory. 
The visor is attached to the immobile cap in the rotational axis and by the locking 
mechanism. On the underside of the visor gears have been made to follow the surface 
and these are interlocked with the button when it is not being pressed. When pushed, 
the spring releases the gears and the visor can be folded up or down to its maximums. 
On the bottom of the visor a brim was constructed to create a better shelter from 
precipitation. A drip edge was put along its rim to minimise the risk of drops sticking 
to it.  
This concept does not cover the bottom half of the camera and a conduit box or a 
cable pipe mounted below the camera will therefore be possible without 
modifications. 
A cross section and a rendering of this concept can be seen in figure 5.17 and 5.18. 
Figure ‎5.17 Cross section of Frankenstein. 
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5.3.4 Development of the Turtle 
Just as with Frankenstein the Turtle is supposed to be made in two different sizes but 
additional sizes could become a future possibility if needed. The basic shape of this 
concept is also very similar to Frankenstein’s but it differs in the way it is adjustable. 
Instead of rotating, a various number of parts should be snapped together until desired 
shelter size has been achieved. 
A bracket like the one used in Frankenstein would be used to mount the cap upon. 
The cap would tilt 60 degrees from the wall. On the cap up to four additional parts 
could be snapped, one being only a brim with a drip edge. The other three parts would 
lengthen the cap with 10 degrees each and would all look alike to fit the brim and cap 
and to avoid any misunderstanding during the assembly. The snap-fits that would 
hold the construction together would be hidden under the assembled cap to give the 
weather shield a sleek design. 
When this concept was being modelled it was soon found that there was not enough 
room for the snap-fits. The only solution found was to make fewer but longer parts, 
for example only having the cap, the brim and one or two extra parts. This would 
however make this concept lose most of its purpose since the adjustability is its 
biggest strength. Because of the severity of this compromise and the Turtle’s 
similarity to Frankenstein it was decided that this concept should be abandoned to 
make room for the three other competing ideas. 
  
Figure 5.18 Rendering of Frankenstein. 
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5.3.5 Drip Edge Tests 
To decide on a design for the drip edge a quick Styrofoam model (figure 5.19) of 
Frankenstein was made with adjustable tilt of the cap and removable drip edges in 
different shapes. The height, width, sharpness and placing on the brim varied with 
each edge. The model was put together with Blu-tack and put on a wooden board with 
a recording surveillance camera under it. By using a garden hose and nozzle artificial 
rain was created. The nozzle was held straight above the cap and at an angle that were 
supposed to mimic rain pouring at 45 degrees. This test was inconclusive due to at 
least one of the following factors; 
 The artificial rain did not imitate the behaviour of real rain; the size of the 
drops, the speed of the drops, the angle by which they fell and the density of 
the drops were too unnatural 
 The material of the cap did not represent the material of the real product 
 The Blu-tack used to attach the drip edges influenced the water flow 
 The drip edges were not constructed well enough 
 Gaps between the parts affected the water flow 
In addition to the filming of the surveillance camera from the inside of the shield and 
observations by the design team, the test was also filmed and photographed from the 
outside using a DSLR. 
Weather tests on top of the roof of one of Axis’ office buildings were conducted 
during the whole project as described in section 3.3.6.2. During these tests it was 
concluded that the sharp drip edge of the Extended Cover was better at letting go of 
water drops than the blunt edge of the Eyelid as long as the rain was falling straight or 
almost straight down. It was therefore decided that a sharp edge should be used on all 
three concepts since the other drip edge test was inconclusive. 
Figure 5.19 The Styrofoam model used in the drip edge tests. 
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5.3.6 Prototyping 
The three concepts: the combined skin and Eyelid, Cacke and Frankenstein were 
modelled using the computer program PTC Creo 2.0. When the three digital models 
were finished they were sent off to another company to be printed in polyamide using 
SLS-technique. The criteria when choosing the material for the prototypes were that 
the snap-fits should work as they were supposed to, holes should be able to be 
threaded and the prototypes should be able to withstand water and continuous tests in 
an outdoor environment without failing.  
When the prototypes arrived they only needed minor work done to them such as 
threading of the holes and construction of the mechanism in Frankenstein. The 
original idea was to use a leaf spring to the locking mechanism but it was soon found 
to be impossible. Three compression springs were used instead, one as the locking 
force and the other two were used for stabilisation. 
Photographs of the three 3D-printed prototypes can be seen in figure 5.20-5.26. 
Figure 5.20 The concept skin in combination with the 
Eyelid as an SLS-model. 
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Figure 5.22 The concept Cacke as an SLS-model with the cover plate assembled. 
Figure 5.21 The concept Cacke as an SLS-model. 
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Figure 5.23 The locking mechanism used in the Frankenstein concept. 
Figure 5.24 The inside of the Frankenstein concept displaying 
the locking mechanism. 
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Figure 5.26 SLS-prototype of Frankenstein. 
Figure 5.25 SLS-prototype of Frankenstein 
together with its mounting bracket. 
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5.4 Tests and Simulations 
Several tests were conducted on the prototypes to study their capabilities in different 
situations. 
5.4.1 Outdoor Tests 
Using the same method as described in section 2.3.4 all three concepts were mounted 
and tested in an outdoor environment. The camera that previously was without a 
shield was now mounted with one of the prototypes and the other two cameras 
changed from the Eyelid and the Extended Cover to the remaining two prototypes. 
The cameras were set to record continuously. 
Due to (un)fortunate weather conditions no conclusions could be drawn based on the 
recordings. It rained once at night-time but no difference between the three concepts 
could be spotted. The sun shone during the day but the reflections showing in the 
recording could be caused by dirt or scratches on the dome or by the direction the 
cameras were pointed. 
5.4.2 Test with Shower Nozzle 
The three different concepts developed in this project, the current Eyelid and the 
Extended Cover were one by one mounted on wooden boards. The weather shields 
were then showered with water from different angles to evaluate their level of 
protection against rain. To make the test as fair as possible the test setups were aiming 
to be as consistent as possible. The brackets were mounted using the same screw 
holes, the camera was wiped off between tests and the wooden board placed on the 
exact same location in the room all of the times. By the use of markings on the wall 
the shower nozzle was held at nearly the same position in all tests. The tests were 
recorded and photographed by a DSLR and the camera mounted inside the shields 
was set to record continuously. The recordings and photographs were then evaluated 
and used as guidelines for the concept scoring. 
When showered from above it was obvious that Cacke gave the most protectionsince 
not drops managed to reach the dome. Frankenstein provided around the same amount 
of protection as the Extended Cover when it was fully extended, but when it was 
folded in the shielding effect was worsened. The combined Eyelid and skin concept 
proved to be quite good when showered from above making the original Eyelid by far 
the worst. These results were expected since the distance and the height from the 
dome to the brim are crucial to the level of protection provided. Cacke having the 
largest distance and height and the original Eyelid having the smallest were therefore 
also likely to give the best and the worst protection. These assumptions were also 
proven when the angle of the water later was changed. 
The three concepts created in this project together with the Extended Cover have all 
tilted caps that proved to lead the water back towards the wall. This seemed to 
minimise the risk of drops hitting the dome since less water ran in front of it. Water 
drops were also less prone to stick to the sharp drip edges of the three concepts than 
to the original Eyelid and the Extended Cover which could potentially minimise the 
build-up of icicles. 
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Since the results of these tests are highly dependent on the setups and the test 
environment it must be said that these test results are not true under all circumstances. 
Cacke gave the best protection in these tests but with other setups or in other 
environments the results may differ. Testing the concepts in their real outdoor 
environment would therefore be preferable. 
Figure 5.27 shows the camera domes after the weather shields have been showered 
from above. 
5.4.3 Climate Chamber Tests 
In these tests cameras were mounted with and without weather shields in a climate 
chamber equipped with a compact source iodide lamp that simulated sun light. The 
test lasted for four hours with measurement of the temperature performed every 
minute at three positions inside the camera; two in the lens body (sensor 1 and 2) and 
one outside (sensor 3). The camera used is a camera with medium power supply, 
which needs to be taken into account when analysing the results. 
The results show that all of the concepts reduce the temperature of the camera 
significantly in relation to the unprotected cameras. The maximum values of the 
measured temperatures can be seen in table 5.2 and graphs of the temperature 
development during the four hours can be found in Appendix I. Since all of the 
sensors indicate similar trends in temperature reduction when a weather shield is used 
it can be assumed that the sensors worked properly. Conclusions can be drawn that 
for a camera with medium power supply a weather shield helps reduce the internal 
heat. This is consistent with results from the previous master thesis project carried out 
at Axis discussed in section 3.4.5.  
Table ‎5.2 Maximum temperatures (C) measured in the climate chamber test. 
 Unprotected 
Camera 
Black 
Camera 
Eyelid Eyelid+skin Frankenstein Cacke 
Sensor 1 69.3 76.5 60.5 61.9 61.1 59.8 
Sensor 2 67.9 75.0 61.1 62.5 59.6 59.4 
Sensor 3 60.7 68.8 55.0 57.0 54.1 54.0 
 
To change the colour of the housing from white to black also greatly affects the 
results with increases of internal heat of more than 7 °C for all sensors. This is 
because of the absorption of the outside heat that is higher for the less reflectivity of a 
black surface. Similarly it is also believed that the heat elevation of the white 
unprotected camera is due to the lesser protection of the dome and the black colour of 
the dome cover since more heat is absorbed into the camera through this.  
Had the test been performed with more wind the result might have been different 
since an entrapped and shielded camera would have experienced less cooling due to 
the wind compared to for example the unprotected camera. 
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Figure  5.27 Water drops on the domes after being showered from above a) Cacke 
b)Extended Cover c) Frankenstein fully extended d) Frankenstein folded in e) 
Eyelid+skin f) original Eyelid. 
a) b) 
c) d) 
e) f) 
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5.4.4 Viewing Angle 
To see whether the viewing angles of the three concepts were better or worse than the 
Eyelid a simple test was conducted for all of them. The camera brackets were 
mounted on boards on the same height above the floor. The cameras were then set to 
display a small strip of the weather shields on the top of the image. The boards were 
then one by one put in the same spot, vertical to the floor and snapshots were taken by 
the cameras. This last procedure was conducted three times on each camera to ensure 
that the result was not affected by small variations in the setup. The snapshots were 
then examined and compared to see how far up the camera could see. This test was 
performed with the cameras looking both forward and to the side and Frankenstein 
was set at its lowest position. 
When the cameras were looking forward the variation between the concepts and the 
Eyelid was very small but the Eyelid was slightly better. When the cameras were set 
to look to the side the variation were bigger and the original Eyelid was better than 
the new Eyelid and Frankenstein and it was a lot better than Cacke. Cacke was on the 
other hand capable of looking closer to the wall and further down which could 
compensate for inferior highest viewing angle. 
5.4.5 Air Flow Simulations 
In order to analyse Frankenstein, Cacke and the combined skin/eyelid as well as a 
dome camera without protection the CAD models were exported to SolidWorks Flow 
Simulation. A wind velocity of 7 m/s was added and applied from seven different 
directions according to section 2.5.5.   
The results show that all of the concepts cause more turbulence and, in most cases, 
higher force than a camera without a weather shield. The aerodynamic behaviour of 
Frankenstein and the combined Eyelid and skin are similar, with forces of almost 
equal size for most simulations or lower for the skin in some cases. Which of these 
concepts that has the largest area of turbulence varies between different wind 
directions. When comparing them to Cacke both concepts, however, prove to perform 
better aerodynamically. A trend throughout the study is that the turbulence area is 
larger for Cacke than the other concepts with one example shown in figure 5.28.  
  
Figure ‎5.28 Flow trajectory plots showing turbulence above the CAD models. 
The resulting forces in the different simulations follow a similar trend where the 
forces are higher for Cacke in all cases except one. Therefore the conclusion can be 
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drawn that it performs worse aerodynamically than the other two concepts. This is 
however only to be used as reference for further development since more studies are 
needed to give more fruitful results. The flow trajectory plots and forces for the 
different simulations can be found in Appendix K. 
5.5 Concept Scoring 
To evaluate the three concepts a concept scoring was performed, see table 5.3. The 
criteria were partly taken from the concept screening but some were removed and a 
few new criteria were added to highlight the main advantages and disadvantages of 
each concept. Each criterion was then weighted based on the knowledge of its 
importance gained during this project. Through discussions within the design team 
each concept was given a score depending on its performance or assumed 
performance on each criterion. The original Eyelid was used as a reference but for 
some criteria another reference was used to give more fruitful results. The first 
criterion is for example that the weather shield should fit different camera models and 
since the Eyelid only fits one it could not be given a three for this criterion. Both the 
original Eyelid and the Eyelid+skin was therefore given a one while Frankenstein 
which is made in two different sizes to fit medium and large cameras was given a 
three and Cacke assumed to fit nearly all cameras was given a four. 
The adaptability criterion covers both the adaptability of the shelter, which 
Frankenstein is good at, and the adaptability of its colour and the possibility to use the 
shield as a skin or with a skin. The original Eyelid was given a one since it is not 
adaptable in any of these ways while the new Eyelid can be easily repainted and used 
as a skin. The same reasoning was made when giving Cacke a score. Frankenstein has 
an adaptable cap and a skin could still fit the camera mounted under it. It is on the 
other hand assumed to be hard to repaint due to its many parts and sensitive locking 
mechanism. The score is therefore lowered. 
During the shower test it was concluded that the Eyelid is the worst at diverting water 
from the dome. This is why it was only given a one in the concept scoring. The new 
Eyelid performing slightly better was given a two, Cacke performing the best was 
given a five and Frankenstein being somewhere in-between scored a four. The score 
for the water diversion of Frankenstein was given for when it is fully folded out. This 
also applies for the criteria of viewing angle and camera heat. 
The robustness covers the assumed robustness of the concepts if they are exposed to 
external forces, such as wind or hits. A low score means that the shield would easily 
break and a high score means that a higher force is necessary to break it. The next 
criterion on the other hand, “Protecting the camera against vandals”, also considers 
how the shield would break or how it could be used to disturb the camera. The Eyelid 
was here given a three even though it has been found that a big hit could potentially 
cause leakage due to deformation of the screws. The cap in the Eyelid+skin concept is 
assumed to work in the same way which is why it is given the same score. It is also 
assumed that it is easy to throw something around Cacke to either pull it down or just 
to cover the camera’s view. Frankenstein is less robust as stated in the previous 
criterion, but it is assumed to fall off without disturbing the camera image. 
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The criteria of expressing the Axis brand and aesthetics are purely subjective values 
and the scores are based on how the design team thinks as well as how it is assumed 
Axis will react. While evaluating how well the concepts express the Axis brand the 
mood board made earlier about Axis’ Identity (appendix H) was used as guidance.  
The cost of manufacturing take into account the amount of parts the concepts consist 
of, if they need additional assembly at a factory and if they are made of different 
materials.  
The level of innovation-criterion was added to display how unusual the concepts are 
unlike Axis’ current products and competitors’ products. The Eyelid+skin is very 
similar to the original Eyelid in its shape and design. Frankenstein looks a lot like the 
Extended Cover and is also mounted using the same procedure, but no other product 
today is adaptable. Cacke on the other hand is very unusual and nothing like it has 
been seen on the market so far. It was therefore given the highest score. 
The criteria, their weights and the scores in the concept scoring are completely made 
by the design team. The scoring of the objective and measurable criteria depends on 
how the tests prior to the scoring were performed and the sources of error connected 
to these tests. The subjective criteria and their scoring are based on opinions and 
assumptions held and made by the team making the scoring less than universally true. 
5.5.1 Chosen Concept 
The concept scoring showed that Frankenstein and Cacke were almost equally good, 
the Eyelid+skin was somewhat worse and the original Eyelid came in last place. This 
shows that all of the generated concepts in this project are better than the original 
Eyelid according to these criteria and their weighting. Frankenstein and the new 
Eyelid are good concepts but similar to Axis’ current products and elements from 
them could be used as inspiration for future products. Cacke, on the other hand, is 
more innovative and when considering the most important criteria of water diversion 
Cacke is the best performing concept as shown in the water test. It is believed that this 
concept has the greatest potential to be turned into a new successful product for Axis. 
In order to achieve this more work is, however, needed in several areas such as 
installation time, manufacturing cost and aesthetics.  
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6 Deliver 
The advantages and disadvantages of Cacke is presented in this chapter and two 
alternative versions are presented that could possibly eliminate some of the flaws. 
It is believed that Axis will profit the most in a long-term perspective if they continue 
working with the concept Cacke. It is believed that it has the most potential when it 
comes to protecting the camera from rain and it is the most innovative of the 
developed concepts. The disadvantages of this concept are due to its design and 
construction, but the idea of tilting the camera warrants further investigation. 
Looking back on the function analysis there are some things worth thinking about 
when developing this concept further. Cacke is for example believed to protect the 
camera from rain and icicle build-up, but due to its flat top snow, clothes or other 
things tossed or falling at it will probably get stuck quite easily. A steeper slope might 
be recommended to avoid this even though it will increase the size. 
The criterion that states that the weather shield should fit different sizes of cameras 
has caused a few problems with Cacke. Its size and aesthetics are two examples since 
it is designed to fit the biggest fixed dome camera that Axis has on the market. An 
alternative solution was therefore created to show how Cacke would look if it was to 
be made in two different sizes instead, medium and large. Figure 6.1 shows a 
rendering of the two possible sizes. Other issues related to the criterion of fitting 
different sizes are the number of parts it consists of since it makes it more costly to 
manufacture and more complex to assemble. Figure 6.2 shows how Cacke was 
originally meant to be assembled and figure 6.3 shows how the medium-sized shield 
could be assembled. The second option is made to be more secure since it would be 
harder for vandals to reach the cables and it is possible to make the same alteration to 
the large version. If Cacke was to be made for only one camera model it would be 
possible to incorporate the camera bracket with the bracket in Cacke, see figure 6.4. 
This would reduce the amount of screws needed which would make the installation 
process go faster and the freight volume would also decrease. The the cost of 
manufacturing would however probably rise since more different parts had to be 
manufactured and Axis’ distributers would be forced to hold more article numbers in 
their stocks. The hood is in all of the examples shown below fastened to the bracket 
using six screws, but it is possible that only four or two would suffice. 
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Figure ‎6.1 Rendering of two possible sizes of Cacke. 
Figure ‎6.2 How Cacke was originally meant to be assembled. 
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Figure 6.3 How a medium-sized shield could be assembled. 
Figure 6.4 Cacke with an integrated camera bracket. 
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Regardless of which of the options mentioned in the section above that would be 
chosen the manufacturing process would look quite similar. The hood, the covering 
plate and the lid would probably be made of injection moulded ASA, acrylonitrile 
styrene acrylate, since it is a material that Axis is currently using for this kind of 
application. The lid and cover plate could be moulded by regular moulds, but the 
hood would at least need one core to create the two lugs at the bottom used to fasten it 
to the bracket in the current design. Due to its complexity the bracket would be made 
of two sheet metal parts made of stainless steel that are welded together at the right 
angle. The bracket would also be equipped with additional parts for reinforcement, 
such as ribs, and rivet nuts. 
Other things that have not been discussed in the later chapters in this report are the 
possibilities of insects nesting inside or around the shield, reflections and vibrations. 
Regarding the insect and the reflections more outdoor tests in a proper installation 
environment have to be conducted before any conclusions should be drawn. Since 
Cacke is protruding from the wall it is believed that it will be more affected by 
vibrations than the other concepts would have been. When its final shape and 
materials have been set several test should therefore be conducted to evaluate if it 
would cause the camera to vibrate and if it would withstand the shocks and vibrations 
it is exposed to during a lifetime. As hinted by the simulation results Cacke is also 
assumed to be more sensitive to wind than the other concepts. Therefore further 
simulations and wind tests would be necessary to find out if this would cause a 
problem.  
During a meeting with product managers Cacke was also regarded as the concept with 
the highest potential since it was considered more different and innovative in relation 
to the other concepts and could be turned into something extra for the customer. 
Possibilities to evolve the concept into more than just a weather shield by integrating 
electronics such as power supply, fiber connectors and coax adapters in the housing 
was brought up during the discussion.  
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7 Discussion 
In this section the results of this project will be discussed, an assessment of the used 
methods will be made and recommendations for future work of Axis will be given. 
Developing weather shields for surveillance cameras has proven itself to be a very 
difficult and complex task. During the briefing of this project several issues that a 
weather shield faces were brought to attention and in the initial phase large amounts 
of work was put into gaining knowledge within these fields. The knowledge gained 
were transformed into needs that the weather shield should meet. They were often 
contradicting, such as the need of giving good shelter from rain while still being 
small, unobtrusive and fit all camera sizes. These kinds of contradictions have 
resulted in several trade-offs that often have been based on opinions of Axis’ 
employees, but while some believe that one need is more important than another there 
are others that believe the exact opposite. This led to a straggly and unfocused idea 
generation process since none of the needs were regarded as unimportant and where 
every single concept generated was trying to meet every identified need. Having a 
clearer goal where some needs had been eliminated prior to the concept generation 
might have resulted in concepts targeting the most important aspects of a weather 
shield instead of them all. One way to eliminate unimportant needs would have been 
to gain more knowledge about the users and their preferences. A question during this 
project has, however, been who the real user is; it could be Axis’ distributors, the 
people handling their sales, the installers, the people being filmed or all of them. 
Ideally interviews would have been made to verify the identified needs and find out 
how to rank them but this would have been too extensive for the duration of this 
project. This is why the knowledge of Axis’ employees has been used instead. 
This project was set to last 20 weeks with all parts included which has been a 
reasonable amount of time to reach the goal. During the development phase three 
concepts were chosen for further development after the concept screening and a great 
amount of effort were put into them prior to the concept scoring. This proved to be 
both good and bad since it resulted in three physical models whose functionality 
could be tested and evaluated without too many assumptions being made. It was on 
the other hand very time-consuming and took more time than originally planned 
which led to that the chosen concept after the concept scoring could not be fully 
developed. Since this was not a requirement for this project it has to be said that 
finishing with a concept recommended for future work is enough even though more 
refinements would have been preferable. 
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The double diamond method used in this project that started with the discover-phase 
and ended with the delivering of a chosen concept was a good way to tackle this task. 
By using a broad perspective when searching for information all necessary pieces of 
the problem have been covered and investigated. All the knowledge gained during the 
first phase has ultimately contributed to the final result since it was narrowed down to 
form the brief and the function analysis used in the concept generation phase. By 
broadening the horizon again during the concept generation hundreds of ideas were 
derived and combined to form the ten concepts shown in this report. By the use of the 
concept screening from Ulrich and Eppinger’s development process these ten 
concepts, with the addition of the Eyelid+skin, were first narrowed down to three. 
The tests and simulations performed were simple, imprecise and therefore to some 
degree inconclusive. The results have therefore only been used as guidelines when 
ranking the different concepts and it is important to point out that care has to be taken 
if they were to be applied in different situations. The tests have however fulfilled their 
purpose in this project and with the use of another method from the Ulrich and 
Eppinger process, the concept scoring, they have helped to determine which concept 
that has the most potential. 
If Axis were to continue working with weather shields a recommendation to them is 
to begin this work while still developing their cameras. A more standardised placing 
of the camera screws and chassis design within their product series would make it 
easier to mount different shields on different cameras which would ultimately lead to 
more freedom when designing and constructing the protecting part. If this for some 
reason is not plausible another recommendation is to decide what criteria must be met 
by the weather shield and what needs are of secondary importance. When this is set it 
will be easier to generate and decide on concepts that have the most potential. 
Good water diversion is something that is lacking with Axis’ current weather shield 
which is one of the reasons for Cacke being the winning concept in this project. Its 
performance in the water test was significantly better than the current product which 
would make it a good option for customers having a lot of trouble with rain and 
where the Eyelid is not enough. Its level of innovation is another interesting aspect 
since its advantages and disadvantages have been unexplored prior to this project 
while the other two concepts are only improvements of the current shields. However, 
if Axis ever chooses to continue working with this particular concept it is 
recommended that they decide on a design they like and then perform several tests to 
guarantee its durability and performance. Tests in a drip box and weather tests in an 
outdoor environment during a longer of period would be of great use since this has 
not been tested enough during this project. To verify the results from the climate 
chamber test as well as performing the same test for a camera with high power 
consumption would also be important to do. Further simulations of the air flow as 
well as wind tests on prototypes are also recommended. In addition to this a study of 
the durability of the bracket in this construction would also be useful, something that 
could also be done with simulations or with vibration tests or IK-tests. 
Frankenstein as well as the combined Eyelid and skin are also concepts that would be 
possible for Axis to move forward with as a natural evolution of their current product 
portfolio. A skin which is also a weather shield is a very logical next step for Axis 
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and would blend into the accessory product line seamlessly. The Frankenstein 
concept would be a more advanced version of the Extended Cover that could be 
beneficial to show to customers that Axis offers something more than the competitors, 
although the actual usefulness of the solution would have to be determined with 
customer research and further tests. 
A lot of work is thus still remaining before an ultimate weather shield is designed. 
While being difficult and complex this project has also been fun and a great learning 
experience. After all, if it would have been easy to design a weather shield it would 
have already been done. 
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Appendix A: Project Plan 
A.1 Initial Project Plan 
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A.2 Final Project Plan 
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Appendix B: Pros and Cons with Different 
Installation Methods 
Fixating the weather shield using the screws and holes on the camera 
+ Quick and easy installation and uninstallation process 
+ The installation process would be easy on an already installed camera 
- Making one weather shield fit more than one camera model would be difficult 
- If the weather shield is hit hard enough, causing the screws to deform, leakage 
could become a problem 
- The weather shield would not be compatible with current skins 
Mounting the weather shield on a bracket sitting behind the camera 
+ Could possibly be made to fit different camera models 
+ Would probably be compatible with skins 
+ Relatively simple installation and uninstallation process 
- Visible brackets could look ugly 
- Already installed cameras need to be taken down 
Drilling holes in the wall and fixating the weather shield directly into it 
+ The weather shield would not be dependent on the camera model 
+ The weather shield could be mounted without moving an already installed 
camera 
+ Good freedom of design of the weather shield 
+ The weather shield would easily be designed to be compatible with skins 
+ A weather shield could easily be designed to accommodate cables and conduit 
boxes to come from any direction 
- A weather shield that is independent of the camera model would also fit 
competitors’ products 
- Drilling holes near the camera might hurt it 
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- Drilling extra holes means extra labour for the installer 
Snapping the weather shield onto the camera using snap-fits 
+ Simple installation process 
- The weather shield would probably deal with problems regarding its robustness 
- The weather shield would be hard to adapt to different camera models 
- It would be difficult to make the weather shield compatible with skins 
Permanent adhesives between the weather shield and the wall or camera 
+ Simple installation process 
- A permanent adhesive would prevent uninstallation 
Fixating the weather shield around the camera using for example straps, clamps or 
rubber bands 
+ Quick and easy installation and uninstallation process 
+ Installation on an already mounted camera would not be a problem 
+ Would probably fit different sizes of cameras 
+ Might be compatible with skins 
- It would be difficult to find durable and robust materials 
- The weather shield might fall of if hit 
- Cables entering the camera from below or from the sides would be hard to 
accommodate 
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Appendix C: Collage of Pictures from the Field 
Trip 
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Appendix D: Climates in Different Parts of the 
World 
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Appendix E: Function Analysis 
Importance Need 
5 The WS will protect the camera image 
5 The WS will divert water from the viewing angle 
5 The WS will hinder snow from covering the camera view 
5 The WS will hinder icicles from build-up in front of the viewing angle 
5 The WS will repel clothes that are being thrown at it 
5 The WS will minimise direct rain falling onto the dome 
4 The WS will minimise dirt getting stuck to the dome 
5 The WS will protect the camera against hail 
5 The WS will represent the Axis brand 
3 The WS will be discrete 
4 The WS will possess design elements that fit Axis product line 
3 The WS will blend in on buildings 
4 The WS will be aesthetically pleasing 
5 The WS will be market-leading 
4 The WS will allow the camera to change appearance 
5 The WS will fit into the product portfolio of Axis accessories 
4 The WS will fit different sizes of cameras (100-180 mm) 
4 The WS will be in the price range of Axis accessories 
5 The‎WS‎will‎allow‎mounting‎according‎to‎the‎customers’‎needs 
5 The WS will allow simple installation 
3 The WS will allow mounting at the desired angle 
4 The WS will allow optimisation of the viewing angle for the customer 
5 The WS will be compatible with cables and conduit boxes from below 
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3 The WS will allow mounting in vertical or horizontal orientation 
3 
The WS till be compatible with cables and conduit boxes mounted on 
the sides 
5 The WS will be mounted according to Axis´ standards 
4 The WS will fit junction box standards 
3 
The WS will be mounted using a minimum number of extra screw 
holes 
3 The WS will minimise the number of loose screws 
5 The WS will if needed use torx 20 screws 
5 The WS will be mounted together with the camera 
5 The WS will be possible to mount in hindsight 
5 The WS will be easy to dismount 
5 
The WS will be made of a material which is optimised for outdoor 
use 
2 The WS will allow a change of colour 
4 The WS will be made of a UV-resistant material 
3 The WS will be sustainable 
3 The WS will use as little material as possible 
5 The WS will be mass producible 
5 The WS will be cost-efficient 
3 The WS will minimise material loss 
4 The WS will facilitate its assembly during the manufacturing 
5 The WS size will be logistically optimised 
1 The WS will be sold separately or in bulk 
5 The WS will be possible to transport on pallets and in containers 
5 The WS will withstand external forces 
3 The WS will withstand the impact of hail 
3 The WS will withstand the impact of minor objects being tossed at it 
2 The WS will withstand being washed with a pressure washer 
3 The WS will withstand lassos used to pull it down 
4 The WS will be cosmetically unaffected by external forces 
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5 The WS will minimise reflections 
5 The WS will minimise reflections from the sun 
3 The WS will minimise reflections from light sources from below 
4 The WS will leave the internal camera heat unaffected 
4 The WS will allow the internal heat of the camera to escape 
4 The WS will reflect solar radiation away from the camera 
4 The WS will repel insects and spiders 
4 The WS will make it difficult for nesting wasps 
3 The WS will make it difficult for solitary wasps 
2 The WS will repel web-building spiders 
4 The WS will be unaffected by creep 
4 The WS will withstand build-up of snow drifts 
4 The WS will be unaffected by temperature 
4 The WS will have a fatigue limit that withstands possible stress 
4 The WS will withstand shock tests 
4 The WS will avoid vibration transfer to the camera 
4 The WS will withstand forces of wind 
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Appendix F: Personas 
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Appendix G: Scenarios 
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Appendix H: Mood Boards 
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Appendix I: Climate Chamber Test Results 
 
Figure I.1 Temperature graph, camera without weather shield 
 
Figure I. 2 Temperature graph, black camera 
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Figure I.3 Temperature graph, Eyelid 
 
 
Figure I.4 Temperature graph, Frankenstein 
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Figure I.5 Temperature graph, Eyelid+skin 
 
Figure I.6 Temperature graph, Cacke 
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Appendix J: View Angle Test 
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Appendix K: Flow Simulation Results 
In figures K.1-K.7 flow trajectory plots from the seven simulations are shown. The 
resulting forces are shown in table K.1. 
 
Figure K.1 Flow trajectory plot, from left 
 
Figure K.2 Flow trajectory plot, from the front 
 
Figure K.3 Flow trajectory plot, from the front above 
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Figure K.4 Flow trajectory plot, from the front below 
 
Figure K.5 Flow trajectory plot, from an angle
 
Figure K.6 Flow trajectory plot, from an angle above 
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Figure K.7 Flow trajectory plot, from an angle below 
 
Table K.1 Average force (N) for the CAD models for the different simulations 
 Camera Eyelid+skin Frankenstein Cacke 
from left 0.17 0.30 0.23 1.47 
from the front 8.29 8.27 8.36 9.73 
from the front above 7.43 9.93 8.08 6.59 
from the front below 7.32 10.69 7.76 8.39 
from an angle 4.90 4.86 4.88 6.57 
from and angle above 11.23 13.97 12.53 16.91 
from an angle below 11.27 14.31 12.71 19.31 
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